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Editors Note
This is a perspective and forward looking edition.

As countries unlock their business borders, many with 
anxiety
particularly those countries and corporations whose 
businesses the impact of the pandemic has pushed to 
the edge and fall eminent are nows eager to go back to 
work.
 For the pandemic those most hit were 
countries and businesses that experience the effect of 
the free fall of oil prices. Even the alliance of OPEC+ 
were not helpful to vulnerable countries like Nigeria, 
Iraq among others who refused to keep the agreement. 
OPEC shouldn't have only barked and tinked sanctions 
but should have insisted on compliance however not 
much changed in that direction until the organisation 
decided to relax the pact on production cut seeing oil 
prices stablised and businesses brightening up.

In Nigeria, her apetite for foreign loan increased, IMF 
cautioned Nigeria with conditions that lead to the 
government pushing for total deregulation and removal 
of subsidy on the comsumption of Premium Motor Spirit 
(PMS). 
 As marketers weighed in seeking for the 
removal of price control even though the government 
through Petroleum Products Price Regulation Agency 
(PPPRA) said the price cap has been removed but 
maitained that a template of monthly price fixture 
should remain, private operators have refused to relax 
their frown on this periodic intervention by PPPRA. 
Series of meetings had advised government to totally 
allow market forces determine prices. FINANCIAL 

th
ENERGY REVIEW online meeting on June 4 , 2020  
was one of those webinars that gave marketers vent to 
express their views.

Downstream petroleum market deregulation: 
Prospective impact on Nigeria economy post covid-19. 
The marketers said that the demand for petroleum 
products was severely impacted at the height of the 
lockdown according to them figures showed that sales 
in the month of April were down by about 70 percent on 
normal monthly performance. “However, what we have 
today is still not deregulation in the strict sense of the 
word I think we would be deluding ourselves that petrol 
today has been deregulated I think what we have at 
best is the removal of subsidy rather than deregulation” 
they said. This statement till now is a matter of 
consideration for the government.
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Oil
Oil Marketers Resume Import 
ation of PMS – PPPRA
The Petroleum Products Pricing 

Regulatory Agency (PPPRA) has said 
that oil marketing companies are now 
importing Premium Motor Spirit (PMS), 
known as petrol and have imported a total 
of 536,000 metric tonnes of the product 
into the country.
This statement from PPPRA is not 
unconnected to the recent price hike of 
the product from N125 per litre to N143 
per litre which oil marketers admitted had 
marginally reduced their cost of importing 
and distribution to outlets nationwide.
Industry experts said that what PPPRA 
did not explained is how the oil marketers 
have so far sourced their foreign 
exchange and at what rate to have 
enabled them resume importation of the 
products giving that Forex has always 
been a major challenge to the marketers.
Hrrel market is near impossible.
owever, industry experts pointed out that 
this explanation may have to come from 
the oil marketers who had maintained that 
importing PMS at the current Forex rate at 
the pa
Meanwhile PPPRA maintained that full 
deregulation of the downstream oil and 
gas sector will help force down price of 
Premium Motor Spirit (PMS) otherwise 
called petrol.

In a statement signed by its Executive 
Secretary, Mr Saidu Abdulkadir in Abuja, 
on Sunday, PPPRA attributed the rise in 
the pump price of the commodity to cost of 
petroleum products in the international 
market and the cost of acquiring foreign 
exchange (FOREX).

Abdulkadir explained that the newly-
adopted  market-based pricing system 
was in view of the need to promote the 
growth of the Nigerian petroleum industry 
and the economy in general.

 According to him, additional 
investment in local refining, will engender 
competition and force down prices of 
products.

 The agency is cognizant of the public outcry trailing the 
recent surge in petroleum products prices.

 “However, this decision is a reflection of the new market-
based pricing system, which does not seek to harm consumers but 
foster growth in the sector and prevent wastages resulting from subsidy.

  “The recent upward movement in pump price is 
becoming a bone of contention because of the fragile state of the 
economy.

“However, deregulation of the sector is in the country’s best interest 
because competition has a way of forcing down prices and ensuring that 
companies place a tight rein on production cost such that wastes that 
could be passed on to consumers in form of high prices are eliminated.

“The trillions of naira that would have been spent subsidising PMS 
could be injected into other key sectors such as agriculture, 
education, health, power and infrastructure.

“There will also be focus on the provision of social safety nets for the 
poor who bear the brunt of the COVID-19 pandemic,” he said.

Abdulkadir said that under the market-based pricing regime, products 
prices would be determined by market forces.

He said that this explained the recent downward and upward 
movements in the guiding pump price band of PMS, which reflected 
market realities. 
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Drilling Activities Decline,
 Vessel Layups and 40 Percent
 Cost Reduction

A
s result of the collapse of oil market Mads Hoeg an OSV 
analyst writes that this has led to vessel layups and 
‘draconian’ cost reductions within West Africa……….

 Globally, offshore drilling activity continued to slip in 
week 29 of 2020, with the number of jackup rigs dropping by one 
to 322 and floaters by one to 105, according to energy analyst 
Westwood Global Energy Group. While the floater count held 
steady in West Africa at five for the fourth consecutive week, 
developments in the region appear to signal weakening activity.
 The West African market for OSVs constitutes 
some 10 countries, with Nigeria and Angola the most prominent 
for their size and importance for the actors in the industry. These 
two countries produce about half of the oil in the region. There 
are about 65 offshore production systems in the area and there 
is normally healthy activity for what concerns exploration, too.
 As a result of the onset of Covid-19 and the crash in 
oil prices, we have witnessed an almost complete collapse of 
the market. In Nigeria, 40+ OSVs have left and at present there 
are approximately 80 vessels idling in or around Port Harcourt. 
At the time of writing only two companies are active in 
exploration, each with one rig.
 It appears as if the appetite for the oil majors to keep 
investing in West Africa has been waning in recent years and 
rumours persist that one or more of these are considering 
pulling out entirely.
 In the Nigerian context, the signing, in November 
2019, of the Deep Offshore and Inland Basin Production 
Sharing Contract Act did not add any increased incentive for 
further investments from the oil majors. While the aim of the 
government seemed to be to increase revenues in the short 
term, the decision put the brakes on a number of projects from 
the oil majors due to the revision of the cost base.

 Exploration has come to an 
almost complete standstill, with only Shell 
continuing its activities with the Borr jack-
up Frigg. This contract is expected to come 
to an end by December, with no additional 
contracts in the pipeline.
 ExxonMobil has cancelled the 
contract for the Trident XIV jack-up rig that 
was slated to work until February 2021. 
Additionally, ExxonMobil has earlier 
terminated two other jack-ups. The 
challenges in Nigeria do not end with the 
lack of appetite for further exploration. 
From local sources, we hear that the total 
production in Nigeria will be around 1.7 
mbpd against an original forecast of 2.18 
mbpd. In the OSV segment, the collapse 
has had dire consequences, resulting in 
the laying up of vessels and lower day rates 
for the vessels still in operation. Across the 
line, and with government backing, a 
draconian reduction in cost of 40 percent 
was imposed in the Nigerian offshore 
support vessel market. The demand 
mirrors the request from the last oil crisis in 
2014-15. However, the rate levels have still 
not recovered from the last crisis, with 
average mid-size platform supply vessel 
rates of approximately US$13,000 per day. 
A 40 percent hit on such rates means the 
vessel owners are operating dangerously 
close to their DRC. This means that 
commercial considerations among OSV 
operators are often to choose between the 
market day rate and the cost of having their 
vessels laid up. There are indeed 
considerable costs to be saved in lay-up, 
but there are repercussions; when 
tendering, oil majors are increasingly 
disqualifying vessels that have been in lay-
up.
 Sources from oil companies 
highlight the challenge in West Africa quite 
well when they state that “first we need the 
oil price back up, then we need it to 
stabilise, then we will invest in other areas 
globally and once this is done, only then will 
we start considering investments in West 
Africa”.
 Members  o f  OPEC+ are 
expected to meet this week to discuss the 
loosening of production cuts as oil demand 
has begun to increase with the easing of 
Covid-19 lockdowns. Brent crude is trading 
about US$42 per barrel, down about 30% 
for the year.
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N
igeria stands in the fifth position in revenue 
from oil export among OPEC member 
countries as she earned $45.11billion from oil 

last year.

Also as the largest oil exporter in Africa, her revenue 
valued at $206.06billion came from petroleum export 
from 2015 to 2019.
According to the breakdown from OPEC’s 2020 
Annual Statistical Bulletin Nigeria’s oil export revenue 
fell in 2016 to $27.29billion from $41.17billion in 2015, 
tipping Nigeria into recession.

Oil revenue later improved in 2017 to $37.98 billion 
and by the time Nigeria’s economy came out of 
recession in 2018, the revenue jumped to 
$54.51billion.

The four bigger earners ahead of Nigeria are Saudi 
Arabia ($202.37billion), Iraq ($80.03billion), Kuwait 
($52.43billin) and the United Arab Emirates 
($49.64billion).

The country also imported $265 billion worth of 
petroleum products.

Nigeria exports its crude oil to Europe, North America, 
Asia and Pacific, Latin America, Africa and Middle-

East.

Last year, its export to Europe plunged to 680,600 
barrels per day from 1.06 million bpd in 2018. Also 
export to North America fell to 27,500 bpd from 
172,000 bpd

owever, export to Asia and the Pacific rose from 
387.200bpd in 2018 to 664.900bpd in 2019. Also, 
Nigerian oil export to Latin America increased from 
52.300 bpd in 2018 to 252.200 bpd last year.

Exports to Africa fell from 309.500 in 2018 to 260.700 
in 2019. No export was recorded for Middle East in 
2018 but 122.300bpd was exported in 2019.

The total volume of oil exported to North America 
slumped by 84 per cent to 27,500 bpd in 2019, while 
exports to Africa fell by 15.77 per cent to 260,70

Nigeria Stands Fifth in Oil Revenue
 Earnings Among OPEC Members
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A
s OPEC holds it’s technical meeting today to discuss 
among other things the relaxing of production cuts 
across it’s member countries, pressure may be mounted 

on Nigeria to comply with the agreed production cuts to be 
announced after the meeting.
Though predictions by traders are that the cut will be from 9.2 
million barrels per day to 7.7 million barrels per day. This means 
more barrels for the market. 
This anticipated extra supply has already started distorting the 
oil price Brent Crude lost about 0.62 percent to trade at $42.94 a 
barrel, on Monday and also the American benchmark for crude, 
WTI, lost about 0.72 percent to trade at $40.26 same day.
One of the reasons some OPEC members are strongly pushing 
for more barrels to the market is because non OPEC+ members 
are taking advantage of the cut to gain more market share.
However, OPEC is said to be more worried with member 
countries that are not complying according to directives and 
OPEC may today at the meeting consider some form of 
sanctions to erring members.
Angola and Nigeria are under more pressure from OPEC+ and 
Saudi Arabia in particular to properly comply with agreed global 
cuts.

Meanwhile Nigeria will be holding its monthly production 
curtailment meeting this week to allocate September cargoes. It 
is expected that her September programme will be compliance 
with what OPEC expects.

This is because the federal government had before now 
expressed its readiness to abide by the resolutions reached by 
the OPEC+ to comply with output cuts.

Nigeria had admittednot being able to meet its own 
quota of the output cut, with the Minister of State for 
Petroleum Resources, Mr Timipre Sylva, agreeing 
that the country could only partially comply with the 
agreement to the tune of about 52 per cent.

The oil cartel, led by Saudi Arabia, however, 
pressured defaulting countries, including Iraq, 
Nigeria, Angola, Kazakhstan, who have now agreed 
to compensate for their inability to meet their quota 
by making deeper cuts in three months.

Sylva, in a statement had pointed out that Nigeria 
has resolved to cooperate fully with the decisions of 
OPEC+. While commending the leadership shown 
by Saudi Arabia and Russia, Sylva stressed the 
need to work jointly to slowly stabilise the 
international oil market, which has been badly 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic as well as the 
initial price war between Russia and Saudi Arabia.

“Nigeria will continue collaborating with other 
OPEC+ nations in the historic efforts to adjust crude 
oil production towards rebalancing and stabilising 
the global crude oil market for the benefit of all” he 
said.

OPEC May Mount Pressure on Nigeria
 Over Oil Cut, Tinkers Sanction
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T
he price of crude oil slide down by about 2 
percent as OPEC+ plans relaxing its cut from 
9.7 to 7.7 million barrel per day. This move to 

relax cut is expected to be part of the agenda as 
OPEC convenes a technical meeting Wednesday 
this week.

In anticipation for relaxing production cuts, the price 
of crude for instance Brent Crude lost about 0.62 
percent to trade at $42.94 a barrel, at 6.05 am this 
morning Nigerian time, also the American benchmark 
for crude, WTI, lost about 0.72 percent to trade at 
$40.26.

Prices have recovered sharply from multi-decade 
lows in April after OPEC Countries and allies 
including Russia, a group known as OPEC+, cut 
output by a record 9.7 million barrels per day for three 
months since May.

This week OPEC meeting is expected to recommend 
an easing in the curb on oil production that has 
helped rally crude oil prices in recent months. 
The decision to relax the cut is also predicated on the 

OPEC Plans Relaxing Oil Cut 
from 9.7 to 7.7 Million Barrel

concern by OPEC members that non-OPEC 
countries are attempting to gain more market share 
by reason of the cut. The report came two days after 
IEA said that the worst effects of coronavirus on oil 
demand had passed but will continue to echo as the 
market recovers.

Global oil demand had rebounded somewhat faster 
than previously thought, although the spread of the 
coronavirus in the United States and Latin America 
is “casting a shadow over the outlook,” the 
International Energy Agency (IEA) wrote in its latest 
Oil Market Report.

The last few weeks have seen crude oil prices trade 
in a “remarkably stable” trading range, and 
according to the futures market, traders anticipate 
that the historic surplus seen in the second quarter 
will give way to a deficit in the second half of the year.
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Oil

T
he Min is ter  o f  Sta te  for 
Petroleum Resources, Timipre 
Sylva, said that the role of the 

Federal government in the periodic 
price monitoring and regulation of the 
Premium Motor Spirit (PMS) was to 
ensure that this strategic commodity 
was not priced arbitrarily by private 
sector suppliers.

According to him, though the market 
forces will determine the price of the 
product but the government will 
ensure a fair price for the consumers. 
“A regulatory function not unlike the 
role played by the Central Bank of 
Nigeria in the banking sector; 
ensuring that commercial banks do 
not charge arbitrary interest rates” he 
said.

Furthermore, he pointed out that the 
deregulation of the downstream 
sector and the removal of subsidy 
were for economic growth and 
development of the country.
The Minister made this known in a 
statement in Abuja, on Thursday. 
Adding that it was unrealistic to 
continue to subsidise the PMS also 
known as petrol as it had no economic 
value.

“It has become expedient for the 
Ministry of Petroleum to explain 
misconceptions around the issue of 
Petroleum Products Deregulation.

“After a thorough examination of the 
economics of subsidising PMS for 
d o m e s t i c  c o n s u m p t i o n ,  t h e 
government concluded that it was 
unrealistic to continue with the burden 
of subsidising PMS to the tune of 
trillions of naira every year.

“More so, when the subsidy was 
benefiting in large part the rich rather 
than the poor and ordinary Nigerians.

“Deregulation means that the 
Government will no longer continue 
to  be  the  ma in  supp l ie r  o f 
Petroleum Products, but wil l 
encourage pr ivate sector to 
takeover the role of supplying 
Petroleum Products,” he said.

According to him, market forces 
will, henceforth, determine the 
price at pump.

This he said, was in line with global 
best practices, adding that the 
government would continue to play 
its traditional role of regulation; to 
e n s u r e  t h a t  t h i s  s t r a t e g i c 
commod i t y  was  no t  p r i ced 
arbi t rar i ly  by pr ivate sector 
suppliers.

“Petroleum Products are refined 
from Crude Oil. Therefore, the price 
of Crude (the feedstock) for the 
refining process will affect the price 
of the refined product,” he added.

Mr Sylva noted that when crude oil 
prices were down, the government, 
through its regulatory functions 
ensured that the benefits of lower 
Crude Oil prices were enjoyed by 
Nigerians by ensuring that PMS 
price was lowered.

He noted that the government at 
that time indicated that an increase 
in Crude Oil prices would also 
reflect at the pump.

“This is a necessary action taken by 
a responsible government in the 
overall interest of Nigerians.

Indeed, one of the reasons we 
have been unable to attract the 
level of investments we desire into 
the refining sector has been the 
burden of fuel subsidy.

DEREGULATION: FG Role is to Prevent
 Arbitrary Price Hike of PMS – Minister

“We need to free up that investment 
space so that what happened in the 
Banking Sector, Aviation Sector and 
other Sectors can happen in the 
Midstream and Downstream Oil sector.

“We can no longer avoid the inevitable 
and expect the impossible to continue. 
There was no time government 
promised to reduce Pump Price and 
keep it permanently low.

Let us therefore ignore the antics of 
unscrupulous middlemen who would 
want status quo ante to remain at the 
e x p e n s e  o f  t h e  g e n e r a l i t y  o f 
Nigerians,” he added.

The minister noted that in addition to 
attracting investments and creating 
jobs and opportunities, the policy 
direction would free up trillions of naira 
to develop infrastructure instead of 
enriching a few.

He said that the government was very 
mindful of the likely impact higher PMS 
prices would have on Nigerians.

“To alleviate this, we are working very 
hard to roll out the auto-gas scheme, 
which will provide Nigerians with 
alternative sources of fuel and at a 
lower cost” he said
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P
etrogress Inc. (PIL) is seeking expansion opportunities in 
oil reserves and exploration in Nigeria and West Africa. 

The multinational oil and gas company investment interest include 
operating and developing natural gas production and 
transmission facilities along with LPG processing plant. 
Petrogress is also into maritime and also owns and operates a 
fleet of tankers.
The company is set to sign pact with an Egyptian maritime agency, 
Port Said Shipping & NAV to start bunkering operation and oil- 
residue collection in the Egyptian Ports of Port Said in Alexandria 
and Damietta
According Petrogress it’s Subsidary will start the operations with 
one of its oil-barge tankers in the reference areas. In addition, PIL, 
jointly with PSSN will act as collector of oil-residues from all ships 
calling the mentioned Egyptian ports. Based on the Egyptian 
authorities’ statistics, the traffic of vessels calls is estimated about 

Petrogress Inc. Seeks Investment Opportunities
 in Nigeria, Signs Pact with Egyptian Coy

residues/sludges, oily bilges water, waste lubricants, dirty ballast water, oil tank washing and all liquids 
generated by ships during their operations. Apart from the oil-residues management, PIL plans to increase 
the number of the tanker barges and to create a bunkering network in Egypt and the Eastern Mediterranean.

“We are excited with our new partnership and the expansion of our activities which is an excellent opportunity 
for Petrogress to expand its operations into and serve new markets areas. Bringing new business 
opportunities to fruition demonstrates our mission to establish Petrogress as a strong integrated oil energy 
company by providing upstream, midstream, downstream services and now participating directly in the 
environmental protection of our Seas. Our companies’ combined facilities, assets and services are not only 
expected to provide for enhanced revenue streams, but also ensure our future in this important international 
market,” stated Petrogress Chief Executive Officer, Christos P. Traios.

75 ships daily.

The Egyptian Government has adopted 
and enforced under International, to 
control oil sea-pollution as specified by 
the International Convention for the 
Prevention of Pollution of the sea by Oil 
(ICPPO) which is administered and 
promoted by the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) since 1959.

PIL expects to commence the bunkering 
and oil collection operations by August 
2020 and plans to mobilize its first barge-
tanker at the end of July. PIL’s initial 
operations will be the management of 
waste-oil and the collection of oil-
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he Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) 

Thas reported an explosion incident which occurred at 
Gbetiokun, OML 40, operated by the Nigerian 

Petroleum Development Company (NPDC), on behalf of the 
NPDC/Elcrest Joint Venture.

The incident, which occurred on Tuesday during the 
installation of a ladder on a platform (Benin River Valve 
Station) for access during discharging of Gbetiokun 
production, unfortunately caused 7 fatalities, a release by 
NNPC Group General Manager, Group Public Affairs 
Division, Dr. Kennie Obateru, has said.

The release stated that detailed investigation of the cause of 
the explosion has commenced, while the Department of 

Petroleum Resources has been duly 
notified and Form 41 was being 
prepared for the Industry regulator as 
required in circumstances of this 
nature.

The bodies of casualties have been 
deposited in a morgue in Sapele, 
while families of the personnel 
involved are being contacted by their 
employers: Weld Affairs and Flow 
Impact, which are consultants to 
NPDC.

The release stated that all personnel 
on board the platform had been fully 
accounted for.

NNPC Group Managing Director, 
Mallam Mele Kyari, in the statement 
commiserated with the families of the 
bereaved, praying that God grants 
them the fortitude to bear the 
irreparable loss of their loved ones.

NNPC Reports Explosion at NPDC’s 
Benin River Valve Station (BRVS)
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T
he Director of the Department of Petroleum Resources 
(DPR) Engr. Sarki Auwalu has said that the Federal 
government is coming out with the National Acreage 

Management Strategy (NAMSTRA) before the end of this 
year.
NAMSTRA is expected to put in place strategies to determine 
the nation’s periodic bid rounds.

This has become necessary according to the DPR boss given 
that the last bid round was about 17 years ago and for the 
nation’s oil industry to remain competitive within the Sub-
sahara region there is now the need to determine Nigeria’s 
potential oil basins and know when to call for bid rounds. 
Speaking in a webinar hosted by Nigeria Association of 
Petroleum Explorationists (NAPE) on Wednesday, titled 
“Nigeria Marginal Field Bid Round: Implications, Challenges 
and Opportunities” Auwalu said with the nation’s available 
seven basins comprising the Benue (central), Sokoto (north-
west border), Chad (north-east), Bida (central, along the Niger 
valley), Dahomey (south- west) and Anambra (south-east) 
Basins and the Niger delta (south coastal) including the deep 
water, the establishment of NAMSTRA will help to predict 
when the next bid round will be after assessing the 
commercial viability of these basins. “NAMSTRA will also help 
to determine how prolific such basins will be in a bid round 
process” Auwalu said. 
On the interest of investors in the current bid round he pointed 
out that not less than ten companies have sought for each of 
the Marginal Field put out for bid this year. In all, he explained 
that about 600 companies are bidding for the 57 oil fields.

“First I will say that we have really 
witnessed an increase in bidders after the 
extension of the deadline to June 21. There 
has been almost 30 per cent increase in the 
participation. 
“If you are making a bid or auctioning any 
oil field, you need to get 10 people per field 
really going after the field. We have 57 
fields and we have over 600 companies. 
So. we can say that we are celebrating 
success so far.
“After the extension, we are moving 
according to schedule and now we are in 
the phase where we do pre-qualification for 
the bidders to apply. Everything is going 
perfectly” Auwalu said.
On the issue of Niger Delta people going to 
court if they are not given first line of refusal 
in the current bid round he explained that 
Nigeria has a constitution on how these 
things are done and will indulge the Niger 
Delta people to follow the due process in 
the bid round. 

According to him Nigeria can not afford 
another crises given the existing crises 
brought about by the global pandemic. 
However, he pointed out that most of the 
States in the Niger Delta have applied for 
the bid round through their state-owned oil 

FG to Establish NAMSTRA for 
Bid Rounds-DPR Boss
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T
he Nigeria Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (NEITI), 
has kicked against periodic fixing of the price of Premium Motor 
Spirit (PMS) by government through Petroleum Product Pricing 

Regulation Agency (PPPRA) but advised that government should 
concentrate on quality control and consumer protection to bring about 
full deregulation of the downstream sector.
 In its Policy Brief, titled: ‘Insulating Nigeria from perennial 
oil price volatility’, published on Tuesday, NEITI said that government 
should focus on quality control and consumer protection. It also 
advocate for a single regulator for the downstream sector as against 
the argument for double regulating agencies.
 Also recommended are: a level-playing field for all 
operators, including NNPC; a single regulator for the downstream 
sector; and more deliberate strategy for boosting local refining 
capacity so as to reduce the pressure on external reserves from 
importation of refined products and position Nigeria to meet the 
refining needs of the sub-region.
 It said, “As part of the responses to COVID-19 and the 
sharp fall in oil prices, the Federal Government has removed subsidy 
or under-recovery on petrol, which cost the country N9.8 trillion 
between 2006 and 2018. This is a very commendable step that will 
ensure savings and availability of scarce resources for more impactful 
areas. It will also help curb the corruption and smuggling associated 
with petroleum subsidies.
 But to prevent a roll-back when oil prices rise again and to 
reap the full benefits, full deregulation of the downstream sector will be 
recommended. Government should embrace full deregulation and 
concentrate more on quality assurance and consumer protection.

 “Also recommended are: a level-playing field for all 
operators, including NNPC; a single regulator for the downstream 
sector; and more deliberate strategy for boosting local refining 
capacity so as to reduce the pressure on external reserves from 
importation of refined products and position Nigeria to meet the 

refining needs of the sub-region.”
 NEITI pointed out that the 
Federal Government had failed to ensure 
that gas makes a meaningful contribution 
to the development of the Nigerian 
economy, stating that over the years, the 
sector had suffered from lack of clear 
policies.
 NEITI noted that government 
by not fully developing the gas sector, it had 
consistently robbed itself, not just of vital 
revenues but also of the opportunity to 
create jobs through the gas value-chain 
and to address her great challenges with 
electricity and industrialisation.
 Accord ing to  NEITI ,  the 
development of the Nigerian gas sector 
had been hobbled by lack of clear policies, 
infrastructure, and fiscal regime.
It maintained that the oil and gas sector in 
Nigeria had been more skewed towards oil 
than gas, despite the fact that gas has 
enormous versatility and utility as a driver 
of industrialisation and social-economic 
development.
According to the transparency body, gas 
can be transported wet or dry over long 
distance through pipelines and can be 
liquefied/compressed in specialised 
carriers (cylinders and tankers). It is the 
safest and most efficient hydro-carbon for 
power generation; it can be used in 
vehicles and other heavy machineries and 
is used in petrochemicals (fertiliser and 
pharmaceuticals).
 Howeve r,  i t  no ted  t ha t , 
“Thankfully, this is changing. The policy 
aspect has been addressed by the 2008 
Gas Masterplan and the 2017 Nigerian 
Gas Policy. The Nigeria Liquefied Natural 
Gas (NLNG) has been more than a 
successful proof of concept, which has 
spurred the development of the Brass 
NLG, the OKLNG and others.

“ T h e  N a t i o n a l  G a s  F l a r e 
Commerc ia l i sa t ion  Programme is 
designed to tackle the twin challenge of 
environmental pollution and monetisation 
of associated gas. Some critical gas 
infrastructure projects are in the works, 
especially the Obiafu-Obrikom-Oben 
(OB3) gas pipeline project and the 
Ajaokuta-Kaduna-Kano (AKK) gas pipeline 
project, whose construction was flagged off 
o n  3 0  J u n e  2 0 2 0  b y  P r e s i d e n t 
Muhammadu Buhari.”

To fully optimise Nigeria’s gas potentials, 
NEITI further stated that the Federal 
Government would need to conclude these 
critical infrastructure projects and have 
clear and competitive fiscal regime, as well 
as provide the necessary incentives for 
investors and operators in the sector.

NEITI Advocates Full 
Deregulation Kicks 
Against Price Fixing
 for PMS
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Gas
T

he Chief Operating Officer of Saipem Spa, Maurizio 
Coratella, has said that Dangote fertilizer plant located 
in Lekki, Lagos will be ready for commissioning very 

soon.

According to him the fertilizer plant, now under construction 
will start production next year. Saipem the company handling 
the construction work at the site noted that a test run has been 
carried out. Saipem is said to have envisage earlier 
commissioning but this was hampered because of the 
pandemic and the lockdown that followed.

The fertilizer plant has a name-plate capacity of 3 million tons 
a year of urea and ammonia, making it the world’s biggest. It is 
in the vicinity of a 650,000 barrels a day Dangote oil refinery 
also under construction.
“Test runs started at the plant in March, though hampered by 
the disruptions that came with the coronavirus pandemic” said 
Coratella,

“We are picking up now that things are looking more stable 
and are currently very well advanced. We are in the 
commissioning stage of the first train; for the second, we will 
have that commissioning in six to several months* he said.
Dangote Group is said to be making special arrangements, 
including setting up dedicated flights for vendors and suppliers 
to enable it meet the completion deadline.
Part of the logistics for the plant is the planned coastal 
expressway expected to come from the South South region to 
Lagos.

Dangote 
Sets to

 Commission 
Fertilizer Plant
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T
he Management of Saipem Contracting Nigeria may have 
revised it’s decision to give the fabrication project of the 
Nigerian Liquefied Natural Gas (NLNG) Train 7 project to 

LADOL Offshore Logistics yard at Snake Island in Lagos State.
This turn around decision is not unconnected to the dust raised by the 
Niger Delta youth over their concern that over 40,000 jobs expected to 
come from the Train 7 project will be handled by a Lagos based 
company instead of a Niger Delta based company.
The Executive Secretary of the Nigerian Content Development and 
Monitoring Board (NCDMB), Engr. Simbi Wabote had said that the 
execution of the NLNG Train 7 project will create over 40,000 direct 
and indirect jobs.
As a result Saipem Contracting Nigeria has now said it will utilize its 
facilities in Rivers State for the fabrication components of the Front 
End Engineering Design (FEED) of the Nigeria LNG Train 7 Project.

The facilities which are located in Rumuolumeni, Bonny, Abam and 
Onne in Port Harcourt, Bonny, Okrika and Eleme Local Government 
Areas of Rivers State, respectively

According to George Bush the Director of Tancredi Group, the firm that 
manages Saipem corporate communications that this is the response 
coming from Saipem International Headquarters in San Donato 
Milanese, Milan, Italy over the alleged move to shift the fabrication jobs 
to Ladol in Lagos

Bush further clarified that Saipem’s fabrication yard in Rumuolumeni, 
Port Harcourt will handle the prefabrication works while construction 
will take place in Bonny Island, location of the Train 7 Project.

He said that “Saipem developed in Port Harcourt one of the biggest 
and most sophisticated fabrication yards in West Africa. It has the 
capacity to fabricate over 27,000 tons of steel structures each year 
and a direct annual manhour.

Port Harcourt yard covers over 1,000,000 square metres and is 
situated by the New Calabar River in Rivers State, a few nautical miles 
away from Bonny.”

“The prefabrication works in the NLNG Train 7 project are planned to 
take place in the Saipem fabrication yard in Port Harcourt, while the 

construction works will take place in Bonny.

He further disclosed that the logistics aspect 
of the project will be handled from the Daewoo 
Engineering and Construction Nigeria Limited 
at Abam in Okrika and Onne in Eleme Local 
Government Areas, respectively.

“The Daewoo yards in Abam and Onne will 
serve as logistics support yards for the 
project.”

“Daewoo, one of Saipem’s partners in the 
SCD Consortium (formed by Saipem, 
Chiyoda and Daewoo) awarded the 
Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
(EPC) for NLNG Train 7 project, has invested 
over many years in the development of its 
logistics base and fabrication yards in both 
Abam and Onne, all in Rivers State.”

It is said that the Ijaw Youth Council (IYC), 
amongst several other stakeholder groups 
warned the Nigeria LNG against moving or 
contracting out the fabrication jobs to Lagos 
or to non-indigenous companies.

The major concerns of the revolting groups 
and stakeholders were the massive job 
opportunities and capacity building prospects 
for indigenous welders and other specialized 
services that would be lost to Lagos should 
such development be allowed to take place.

But Tancredi Group’s George Bush posited 
that Saipem Contracting Nigeria would rather 
deliver its contracted projects in a win-win 
arrangement where stakeholders’ interest are 
accommodated and local expertise scaled up 
and reinforced in a sustainable partnership 
that deliver dividends to both end

NLNG Train 7: 
Saipem Turn 

Down Move to
Shift Fabrication

 Jobs to LADOL
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O
ne of the biggest pipeline projects to be executed in Nigeria is 
the Obiafu/Obrikom to Oben Node Gas Transmission Pipeline 
System which forms part of the Nigerian Gas Master Plan. 

Following on its heels is the recently launched Ajeokuta-Kaduna-Kano 
(AKK) gas pipeline project. Both projects are being executed by the 
same contractor, Oilserv Limited, an indigenous integrated 
engineering, procurement, construction, installation & commissioning 
(EPCIC) service provider.
With the AKK project, Oilserv is announcing that the era of looking 
inwards for solutions to Nigeria’s infrastructural development, 
especially in the oil and gas sector, has kicked off in earnest.
Speaking to media executives in Ajeokuta, the start-off point for the 
AKK gas pipeline project, Chairman/Group Chief Executive Officer, 
Oilserv Limited, Engr. Emeka Okwuosa noted that the federal 
government has started a local content policy that will give both 
credence and opportunity to indigenous companies to showcase their 
prowess in all areas of development and innovation in the country.
Engr. Okwuosa, while applauding the President Muhammadu Buhari-
led administration for looking inwards in the execution of a mega 
project like the AKK gas pipeline project, stated that Oilserv has 
deployed 100% local content in the execution of the project, especially 
in manpower.
 He insisted that Nigeria has abundant skilled manpower in 
all sectors of the economy, sufficient to drive the country, and 
commended President Buhari for tapping into this resource.
“This is a major part of our story, but also, this will go a long way to 
show that indigenous capacity has grown. Oilserv started its build-up 
even before the Local Content law came into place a few years ago. 
And we have continued to build and encourage and develop a lot of 
capacity. So, for us, it goes to show clearly that we have a Nigerian 
company that can compete anywhere in the world, and develop. This 
is one of the largest pipelines that exist in the world.”
Oilserv is the major indigenous oil pipeline EPC company in Nigeria.
Affirming the company’s competence, the Group Managing Director of 
the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC), Mallam Mele 

Kolo Kyari, while flagging off the project 
had assured the President: “We are 
confident that the contractors will deliver on 
this project. We have put every structure of 
transparency in management to ensure 
that this project is delivered as planned. 
This is a landmark project.”
It will be recalled that the first phase of the 
N i g e r i a n  G a s  M a s t e r p l a n ,  t h e 
Obiafu/Obrikom to Oben (OB3) Node Gas 
Transmission Pipeline System was built by 
Oi lserv.  Before then,  Oi lserv had 
developed the entire gas distribution 
network in Lagos, powering industries in 
the state. Oilserv has also built major gas 
pipelines across South-South gas pipeline, 
128 km, from the western end of Akwa-
Ibom to Mfamosing, very close to 
Cameroon, that has made it possible for 
UNICEM cement plant to be able to 
operate.
The AKK pipeline is a 614km-long natural 
gas pipeline set to be laid between 
Ajaokuta and Kano in Nigeria and forms the 
first Phase of the Trans-Nigeria Gas 
Pipeline (TNGP) project. The TNGP project 
is an integral part of the proposed 4,401km-
long Trans-Saharan Gas Pipeline (TSGP) 
to export natural gas to countries in 
Europe.
The AKK pipeline is slated to originate from 
Ajaokuta and pass through Abuja and 
Kaduna, before ending at a terminal gas 
station in Kano. The project among other 
benefits will curb gas flaring and further 
boost industrialization and development in 
all regions in Nigeria.
The choice of Oilserv Limited seems to be 
deserving as the company has performed 
various key projects relating to platforms, 
production facilities, and installation of 
Bulklines, all of which involve engineering, 
project management and construction 
services.
The company’s antecedent includes being 
the first and only Nigerian indigenous 
company to fabr icate,  insta l l  and 
commission the largest Oil manifold station 
for Shell Petroleum Development Co. Ltd. 
(S.P.D.C.), while also having successfully 
designed and constructed the largest Gas 
Transmission Pipeline System in Nigeria 
and Africa – the Obiafu/Obrikom to Oben 
Node Gas Transmission Pipeline System, 
which forms a part of the Nigerian Gas 
Master Plan.
Among other challenging projects, Oilserv 
is also a major company executing pipeline 
repairs and rehabilitation work for S.P.D.C 
and the Nigeria Liquefied Natural Gas 
Limited (NLNG), in the Niger Delta region 
of Nigeria.

Oilserv Boss Extols FG Over the AKK Gas 
Pipeline Project
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T
he Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) Thursday 
in Abuja announced an increase of 19.14 per cent in the 
average daily natural gas supply to power plants which 

translates to 788millon standard cubic feet of gas per day (mmscfd), 
equivalent to power generation of 2,873MW.

 The NNPC, in a statement by its Group General Manager, 
Group Public Affairs Division, Dr. Kennie Obateru, explained that the 
figure was contained in the NNPC Monthly Financial and Operations 
Report (MFOR) for April, 2020.

 According to the report, a total of 226.51billion Cubic Feet 
(BCF) of natural gas was produced in April 2020, translating to an 
average daily production of 7,786.17million Standard Cubic Feet per 
Day (mmscfd).

 The figure indicated an increase of 3.73 per cent at 
226.51BCF, compared to output in March 2020. Out of this figure, a 
total of 136.44BCF of gas was commercialized, consisting of 
36.99BCF and 99.45BCF for the domestic and export market, 
respectively

Out of the 1,233.01mmscfd of gas supplied to the domestic market in 
April 2020, about 787.70mmscfd, representing 63.88 per cent was 
supplied to gas-fired power plants, while the balance of 
445.31mmscfd or 36.12 per cent was supplied to other industries.

Similarly, for the period of April 2019 to April 2020, an average of 
1,184.29mmscfd of gas was supplied to the domestic market, 
comprising an average of 677.87mmscfd or (57.24 per cent) as gas 
supply to the power plants and 506.42 mmscfd or (42.76 per cent) as 
gas supply to industries.

For the period of April 2019 to April 2020, a 
total of 3,082.91BCF of gas was produced, 
representing an average daily production 
of 7,857.18mmscfd during the period. 
Period-to-date production from Joint 
Ventures (JVs), Production Sharing 
Contracts (PSCs) and NPDC contributed 
about 69.57 per cent, 21.46 per cent and 
8.97 per cent respectively to the total 
national gas production.

The report also indicated that in the 
Downstream Sector, a total of 0.94billion 
litres of PMS, translating to 31.37mn 
liters/day, was supplied for the month, 
adding that the corporation has continued 
to diligently monitor the daily stock of petrol 
to achieve smooth distribution of petroleum 
products and zero fuel queue across the 
Nation.

In the period under review, 65 vandalized 
pipeline points were reported, a marked 
increase from the 19 points recorded in 
March 2020. The Atlas Cove-Mosimi 
stretch accounted for 55 per cent, while 
Mosimi-Ore recorded 22 per cent and other 
locations make up for the remaining 23 per 
cent.

The 57th edition of the MFOR indicated 
that in April 2020, NNPC remitted the sum 
of N219.16billion to the Federation 
Account, reflecting the Naira proceeds 
from the sale of domestic crude oil and gas.

In terms of dollar receipts, an export receipt 
of $193.05million was recorded in April 
2020.

NNPC said it remained committed to 
sustaining effective communication with 
stakeholders through publication of its 
Monthly Financial and Operations reports 
on its website and in national dailies in line 
with the concept of Transparency, 
A c c o u n t a b i l i t y  a n d  P e r f o r m a n c e 
Excellence (TAPE) agenda of NNPC 
Management.

NNPC Records 19 Per Cent NNPC Records 19 Per Cent 
Gas to Power Supply Increase in AprilGas to Power Supply Increase in April
NNPC Records 19 Per Cent 
Gas to Power Supply Increase in April
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S
hell Nigeria Gas (SNG) has said that it’s commitment to 
encouraging industralisation in Nigeria is unparallel. The 
Managing Director of SNG, Ed Ubong said that the provision 

of domestic gas infrastructure to enhance industralization in Aba, 
Abia State proves the company’s commitment to provide cleaner 
energy for industrial development in Nigeria.
The SNG boss said this at the completion of the final phase of 20km 
domestic gas pipeline expansion project in Aba connecting Agbor 
Hill, Osisioma and Araria industrial zones.
“We are proud of this domestic gas infrastructure investment which 
allows the industries in Abia to have more reliable and cleaner 
sources of energy. SNG is committed to supporting Nigeria’s 
industrialisation provided there is a stable regulatory environment 
in the domestic gas sector that allows investors to recover their 
investment” he said.
The project will also enabled the supply of pipeline gas to Ariaria 
Market Energy Solutions Limited, the Independent Power Project 
(IPP) consortium that provides electricity to the popular Ariaria 
market in Aba; Ariaria International Market is one of the largest 
leather shoe-making and open stall markets in West Africa, with 
over 37,000 shops and an estimated one million traders.
Managing Director, NICEN Industries Limited, a paint and plastics 
manufacturer connected to the pipeline gas, Christopher Eze, said, 
“SNG has put life back into our industries in Aba through the 
provision of this natural gas line. This milestone will open up the 
state for an influx of investors thereby creating an enabling 
environment that will generate job opportunities for the youth of the 
State. I am sure that many industries in Aba will quickly take 
advantage of this great opportunity. Our company sincerely 

appreciates SNG for this great feat.

Also speaking on the completion of the 
expansion project, President of the 
Manufacturers Association of Nigeria 
(MAN), Mansur Ahmed, said, “MAN is 
proud of the role that Shell is playing in 
driving industrialisation in Nigeria through 
domestic gas supply. Industries and 
manufacturing plants play a key role in 
transforming the Nigerian economy and 
t h i s  p r o j e c t  w i l l  c o n n e c t  m a n y 
manufacturers in Abia State, one of the 
nation’s major industrial hubs, to pipeline 
gas, which is a cheaper, cleaner and more 
reliable source of energy.

According to Ahmed, the gas supply to the 
Ariaria Market IPP would strengthen micro, 
small and medium enterprises in the Abia 
State and enhance the operat ing 
environment for manufacturing to thrive.

SNG together with its partners and local 
stakeholders has agreements to build 
infrastructure and deliver natural gas to 
over 150 industrial and commercial 
customers, mostly in Ogun, Abia, Rivers, 
Bayelsa and Lagos States. This will drive 
industrialisation, provide employment for 
skilled and unskilled local population in 
addition to directly improving internally 
generated revenues in these states
SNG has a reputation for safety, credibility 
and re l iab i l i t y.  The company has 
maintained a 16-year streak of successful 
ISO 14001 certification and has operated 
for over 10 years without any lost time

Shell to Enhance 
Industralisation 

Through 
Cleaner Energy
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P
resident Muhammadu Buhari has said that delivery of the 
614km Ajaokuta-Kaduna-Kano (AKK) Gas Pipeline project is 
part of his Administration’s efforts to ensure sustainable 

development and growth of the nation’s Economy.
 The President, who stated this Tuesday while flagging 
off construction works on the AKK project through virtual link from 
the State House in Abuja to two locations in Ajaokuta in Kogi State 
and Rigachukun, Kaduna State, said when completed the project 
would provide gas for generation of power and feedstock for gas-
based industries, and also facilitate the revival of moribund 
industries and the development of new ones along transit towns in 
Kogi State, Abuja (FCT), Niger State, Kaduna State and Kano State.
 He noted that harnessing and commercializing the 
nation’s vast gas reserves was an enabler for rapid economic 
development and diversification of the economy, saying that this 
remained as a cardinal objective of his administration’s drive 
towards ensuring a stable, sustainable and more prosperous future 
for the citizenry.
 “Today marks an important chapter in the history of our 
great nation. It marks the day when our domestic natural gas 
pipeline networks from Obiafu in Rivers State, Escravos in Delta 
State and Lekki in Lagos State, are being connected through 
Kaduna to Kano states thereby further enhancing national energy 
security”, he said.
 He stated that the project will create numerous direct 
and indirect employment opportunities while fostering the 
development and utilization of local skills and manpower, 
technology transfer and promotion of local manufacturing.

“We promised the nation that we will 
expand the key critical gas infrastructure in 
the Country to promote the use of gas in the 
domestic market. These include the 
Escravos to Lagos Pipeline System – 2 
(ELPS-2), Obiafu – Obrikom – Oben (OB3) 
pipeline and the AKK. I therefore directed 
NNPC to ensure that these critical projects 
are completed on time, within budget and 
specification”, he said.  

He commended the NNPC and other 
stakeholders for bracing the odds of the 
prevailing COVID-19 pandemic to kick-
start the construction phase of the project.

President Buhari remarked that the 
lessons learnt from the Novel Corona Virus 
(COVID-19) pandemic further underscored 
the drive of his Administration for export 
substitution initiatives and projects that will 
promote local manufacturing.

He thanked the Government of the Peoples 
Republic China, the Bank of China and 
S INOSURE,  the  two Eng ineer ing 
Procurement  Cons t ruc t ion  (EPC) 
Contractors – Brentex/China Petroleum 
Pipeline Bureau-CPP Consortium and 
Oilserve/China First Highway Engineering 
“Company-CFHEC Consortium – for their 
support and commitment to deliver the 
project.

The President called on the Governors of 
Kogi, Niger, Kaduna and Kano States, as 
well as the Minister of the Federal Capital 
Terr i tory,  to  prov ide the enabl ing 
environment and support for the project.

Earlier in his welcome address, the Group 
Managing Director of the NNPC, Mallam 
Mele Kyari, remarked that the event would 
not have been possible without the full and 
unflinching support of His Excellency, Mr. 
President Muhammadu Buhari, who has 
made it a priority to ensure that revenues 
from oil and gas resources are utilized to 
support the emergence and growth of other 

AKK Project for Sustainable
 Economic Growth-Buhari
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T
he Chairman and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Oilserv Limited, Engr. Emeka Okwuosa has said 
that President Mohammadu Buhari has shown dedication for the development of Local Content and 
Capacity through the Ajaokuta Kaduna Kano (AKK) gas pipeline project.

The Oilserv Chairman at today’s flag off event of the AKK project commended President Buhari for being at 
the forefront of driving progress in the oil and gas sector particularly for giving the opportunity for Local 
content development.

“First of all I will give thanks to the President, clearly he has been at the fire front of driving progress at the 
oil and gas sector. As you may be aware he built most of the infrastructure we have today in the early 
seventies when he was Federal Commisioner for Petroleum Resources. Most of the Refineries you see 
today were built within a few years when he was there” he said
According to Okwuosa, when the President came to power in the year 2015 he made this project a cardinal 
one. “This project has been on the drawing board since 2008/9 but he made it happen” Oilserv boss said.

He pointed out that this the dedication for the development of the oil sector and the quest for the 
development of local content. Oilserv, he said is an example of local content development. According to 
him Oilserv involvement in ithis project is an indication that the Federal government means well for the 
local content development.
He explained that Oilserv has been operating before the local content law came into being.

AKK Project: President Buhari Shown 
Dedication to Local Content Development

-Oilserv Chairman
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A
s President Mohammadu Buhari perform 
the flag off ceremony of the 40-inch x 
614km Ajaokuta-Kaduna-Kano (AKK) 

Gas Pipeline project, Oilserv Limited one of the 
nation’s leading EPC partners in the project will 
employ and absorb about 3,000 workers to 
complete the project.

Financial Energy Review learnt that Engr. Emeka 
Okwuosa. Chairman/Group Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) of Oilserv will lead these workers 
including Engineers to complete a 303 
kilometers part of the project in record time of 12 
months and commisioned within 18 months. 

Oilserv it is said is going to complete it’s own part 
of the project which runs from Ajaokuta to some 
kilometers after Abuja faster than the 24 month 
period expected by the Federal government for 
the completion of the project.

The 303 km part of the project will also involve 
running an inbuilt tracking sensor gas pipe of 40 
inched diameter to ensure protection, safety and 

Oilserv to Absorb 3,000 
Workers in AKK Project

Maintenance on completion of the project.

Part of the safety and quality measures which 
Oilserv is said to have deployed for the project 
include the automated machines for the welding 
component of the project to ensure a good quality 
job and of international standard at the site of 
construction. 

According to Oilserv all the engineering works on 
the project are done by certified Nigerians 
Engineers as this is part of the efforts to promote 
local content in the oil and gas sector.
The company said it’s going to ensure re-
vegetation after the project to return the 
environment to it’s original form before the 
commencement of the project. So far the 
company is said to have maintained a good 
relationship with it’s host communities that had 
allowed the right of way for the laying of the gas 
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 A release by Dr. Kennie Obateru, Group 
General Manager, Group Public Affairs Division of 
the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 
(NNPC), explained that the Presidential Flag-off 
would be performed virtually from the Aso Rock 
Villa in Abuja with simultaneous link to two 
locations: Rigachukun, Kaduna State and Ajaokuta 
Steel Complex, in Kogi State.
 The release stated that the economic 
benefits of the AKK pipeline which would originate 
from Ajaokuta, in Kogi State and traverse Abuja 
(FCT), Niger, Kaduna and terminate at Kano, would 
boost domestic utilization of natural gas for 
Nigeria’s social economic development, when 
completed. 
 It would also unlock 2.2billion cubic feet 
of gas to the domestic market, support the addition 
of 3,600mega watts of power to the national grid 
and revitalize textile industries which alone boasts 
of over 3million jobs in parts of the country.
 The release added that the AKK project 
would support the development of Petrochemicals, 
fertilizer, methanol and other gas-based industries 
thereby generating employment opportunities and 
facilitating Balanced Economic Growth.
 The NNPC explained that the Right of 
Way for the proposed AKK gas pipeline would run 
parallel to the existing Nigerian Pipelines and 
Storage Company’s 16 inch-crude oil and 12 inch- 
product pipelines wherever possible.

PMB Flags-off Construction of 614km Ajaokuta
-Kaduna-Kano Gas Pipeline Tuesday

T
he Federal Government’s 
aspiration to boost domestic 
utilisation of gas in Nigeria will 

rece ive a boost  tomorrow as 
President Muhammadu Buhari 
pe r f o rms  the  F lag -off  o f  t he 
construction of the 40-inch x 614km 
Ajaokuta-Kaduna-Kano (AKK) Gas 
Pipeline project.

The  p ro jec t ,  expec ted  to  be 
completed wi th in  a  24-month 
timeline, is a section of the Trans-
Nigeria Gas Pipeline (TNGP) with 
capacity to transport about 2.2billion 
cubic feet of gas per day.

The corporation said the pipeline would be fed from 
the existing domestic Infrastructure with a capacity 
of over 1.5billion cubic feet per day and is being 
expanded by Escravos-Lagos Pipeline System II 
(ELPS II) and Obiafu-Obrikom-Oben (OB3) gas 
pipeline (under construction) that will double the 
capacity to over 3billion cubic gas per day.  

Conceptualized as an integral part of the Nigerian 
Gas Master Plan (NGMC), a gas infrastructure 
blueprint, which was approved by the Federal 
Executive Council in 2008, the AKK has received 
serious attention of the Buhari Administration 
leading to the award of the Engineering 
Procurement and Construction Contract (EPC) of 
the project by the Federal Executive Council in 
2017.

Within the last 12 months the project received extra 
fillip from the current NNPC leadership led by 
Mallam Mele Kyari, which deftly removed the 
impediments that have stalled the project over the 
years leading to the flag-off ceremony tomorrow.
 The AKK is ultimately designed to 
complement  o ther  ma jo r  domest i c  gas 
transmission systems namely: the Western 
System, that is, the existing 36-inch Escravos-
Lagos Pipeline I and II with 2.2billion cubic feet per 
day capacity and the On-going East-West 
connection via the OB3 pipeline featuring 2.4billion 
cubic feet per day capacity.
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T
he Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) has said 
that 218.37billion Cubic Feet (BCF) of natural gas was produced 
in March 2020, translating to an average daily production of 

7493.65Million Standard Cubic Feet per Day (mmscfd).
 This was contained in NNPC Monthly Financial and 
Operations Report for March, 2020, a release by the corporation’s 
Group General Manager, Group Public Affairs Division, Dr. Kennie 
Obateru, stated, 
 The release said 3,119.89BCF of gas was produced for the 
period March 2019 to March 2020, representing an average daily 
production of 7,912.05mmscfd during the period.
 It explained that period-to-date production from Joint 
Ventures (Jvs), Production Sharing Contracts (PSCs) and NPDC 
contributed about 69.37 per cent, 21.67 per cent and 8.95 per cent, 
respectively, to the total national gas production.
 Out of the 218.37BCF of gas supplied in March 2020, 
according to the report, 120.73BCF of gas was commercialized, 
consisting of 33.45BCF and 87.28BCF for the domestic and export 
market respectively, translating to 1,235.56mmscfd of gas to the 
domestic market and 3,817.40mmscfd of gas supplied to the export 
market for the month.
 The report said 55.63% of the average daily gas produced 
was commercialized, while the balance of 44.37% was re-injected, 
used as Upstream fuel gas or flared.
 Gas flare rate was 9.08 per cent for the month under review 
i.e. 679.54mmscfd, compared with average gas flare rate of 8.43 per 
cent i.e. 666.90mmscfd for March 2019 to March 2020.
 During the month under review, the report also announced 
a trading deficit of ₦9.53billion for March 2020 compared to the 
₦3.95billion surplus posted in February 2020.
 The report declared that the over 300 per cent decline in 
March 2020 earnings was due primarily to the huge decrease of 181 
per cent in the National Oil Company’s Upstream Subsidiary, Nigerian 
Petroleum Development Company’s (NPDC) due to the decline in 
crude oil prices precipitated by  the Coronavirus-induced global 
slowdown which it stated led to reduced exports and dwindling world oil 
consumption; combined with deficits posted by the refineries, among 

others.

The NNPC MFOR indicated a total crude 
oil & gas export sale of $256.19million in 
March 2020 which decreased by 30.89 per 
cent, compared to last month’s. Of the total 
sales, crude oil export sales contributed 
$184.59million (72.05 per cent) of the 
dol lar t ransact ions compared with 
$281.14million contribution in the previous 
month; while the export gas sales 
amounted to $71.60million in the month.

The March 2019 to March 2020 crude oil 
and gas transactions indicated that crude 
oil & gas worth $4.95billion was exported.

In the Downstream, to ensure continuous 
availability of Premium Motor Spirit (PMS) 
otherwise called petrol, and effective 
distribution of the product across the 
country,  1.73bi l l ion l i t res of PMS, 
translating to 59.72mn liters/day were 
supplied for the month.
 The corporation stated that it 
had continued to diligently monitor the daily 
s tock  o f  PMS to  ach ieve smooth 
distribution of petroleum products and zero 
fuel queue across the Nation.
 Within the period under review, 
19 pipeline points were vandalized 
representing about 47 per cent decrease 
from the 32 points recorded in February 
2020. Atlas Cove-Mosimi accounted for 53 
per cent, while Mosimi-Ibadan recorded 21 
per cent and Suleja-Minna accounted for 
the remaining 26 per cent.  
 The report assured that NNPC, 
in collaboration with the local communities 
and other stakeholders, continuously 
strived to reduce the menace to the barest 
level.
 The March 2020 MFO report of 
the NNPC is the 56th edition in the series 
that began in 2016.
 The corporation carried its 
a d h e r e n c e  t o  t r a n s p a r e n c y  a n d 
accountability a notch higher last week, 
19th March, 2020 when it published its 
2018 Audited Financial Report, a move that 
has received accolades from transparency 
watchdogs locally and internationally, in 
addi t ion to endorsement by many 
N iger ians  who encouraged  o ther 
government agencies to follow suit.

NNPC Produces 218.37billion Cubic
 Feet (BCF) of Natural Gas in March
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T
he Chief Executive Officer, Egbin Power Plant, Paul Harriman, 
has said the company’s seamless business continuity plan and 
its proven safety machinery continues to drive high 

performance levels and employee well-being at Egbin, one of Africa’s 
largest power generation companies.

Harriman said the deployment of the company’s safety protocol in 
response to the Covid-19 pandemic had paved the way for zero 
disruption at the power plant which provides a quarter of power 
generated in Nigeria.

According to him, in addition to virtual operations, employees who 
have to run the plant in person, remain in full compliance with all safety 
precautions, helping Egbin maintain an optimal generation capacity in 
the first half of the year.

“From the basic precautionary measures and protocols advised by the 
NCDC and WHO to Egbin’s in-house protocol, we have the situation 
under control at the plant. Prior to the pandemic, we had a remarkable 
safety record of over 3.7 million man hours with zero Loss Time Injury 
(LTI) and this positive record continues amid the pandemic,” he said.

Harriman reaffirmed that the company’s employees have not been 
compelled to remain within the premises as a result of the pandemic, 
contrary to recent misleading media reports.

“We have a globally acclaimed procedure that requires a period of 
quarantine for people that have left the plant to ensure the safety of all 

our employees and their families. As a 
foremost corporate cit izen, we are 
committed to the safety of al l  our 
employees and what we have at the plant is 
a collective responsibility shared by all 
employees to make everyone’s safety 
paramount.”

Noting that the media reports may have 
been sponsored by people targeting 
Nigeria’s “national security”, given Egbin’s 
critical role, Harriman urged well-meaning 
Nigerians to ignore the reports.

“A particularly devious aspect of the report 
claimed that an employee lost a newborn 
child due to the company’s COVID-19 
precautionary protocols. This is utterly 
false and a misrepresentation of the facts 
as the unfortunate incident was due to 
post-delivery complications outside the 
facility. The report is unconscionable and 
obviously a smear campaign which will not 
deter our commitment to achieving the all-
important goal of bringing energy to the 
nation, safely, reliably and efficiently.”

Harriman said Egbin would continue to 
mitigate the risk of exposure of its 
employees and their families to Covid-19 
through adequate access to healthcare 
services and provision of relief items to 
cushion the impact of the pandemic.

“As a foremost power generating company, 
Egbin remains committed to providing this 
critical and essential service to Nigeria 
through continuity of our operations during 
this challenging period. We continue to 
seek and appreciate the understanding, 
continued co-operation and support of all 
employees and stakeholders. We all need 
to take responsibility and remain vigilant in 
order to prevent further spread of COVID-
19 in Nigeria,” he added.

Egbin High Performance Attributed
 to Safety and Workers Welfare

POWER
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s long as electricity power supply continue to be inadequate in 

ANigeria consumers will always view with suspicion any plan by 
the electriic power companies particularly the Distributing 

companies (DISCOs) to increase tariff.
The DISCOs have once again back down on their move to increase 
electricity tariff after the National Assembly leadership intervened 
pointing out that Nigerians and indeed the whole world are just coming 
out from the ravages of covid-19. Therefore not the right time to 
increase tariff.
 The DisCos reportedly agreed to suspend the increase till 
the first quarter of next year while the leadership of the National 
Assembly has promised to meet with President Muhammadu Buhari on 
the issue.
 The DisCos, however, said if the planned hike is eventually 
deferred till next year, the government should continue to bear the 
difference in the present tariff and what was considered as the 
appropriate tariff.
 Details of the meeting were made known in a statement by 
Ola Awoniyi, the media aide to Senate President Ahmad Lawan.
 According to the statement, Mr Lawan; Speaker of the 
House of Representatives, Femi Gbajabiamila and other principal 
officers of the two chambers met at the National Assembly with the chief 
executives of the government’s electricity regulatory body and those of 
the DisCos across the country and succeeded in convincing the DisCos 
to defer the planned increase.
 Also in attendance were the chairmen of the committees 
on power from the Senate and House of Representatives.
 The lawmakers noted that the timing of the planned hike 
was wrong even though they had not much issue with the need to 
introduce a cost reflective tariff for the power sector to attract the much 
needed investment.
 To this regard, the DisCos reportedly admitted that they 
were not well prepared for the planned hike in tariffs even though they 
so much desired the increase.
 “The agreement here is that there is not going to be any 
increase in the tariffs on July 1st. The Speaker and I, we are going to 
take appropriate action and meet with the president.
 “We are in agreement here that there is no question on the 
justification of the increase but the time is simply not right and 
appropriate measures need to be put in place. So between now and the 
first quarter of next year, our task will be to work together with you to 
ensure that we put thsoe blocks in place to support the eventual 
increase in tariffs” Lawan saiid
 While he noted that the planned increase in the tariff was of 

concern to the lawmakers, he said the government has 
been doing a lot as part of its obligations to provide 
some form of intervention.
 “I’m quite aware that for this year, probably 
starting from last year, over N600 billion was 
earmarked for this sector to improve. There is too much 
stress in the lives of Nigerians today and indeed across 
the world because of the challenges imposed by 
COVID-19 pandemic and even before then, we had 
issues that would always make it tough for our people 
to effectively pay the tariffs.
 “A well intended programme or policy of 
government can fall flat on the face and never recover if 
you do it at a wrong time. I think we all agree to that.
 “There cannot be a time as bad as this for 
us to increase anything. Forget about electricity, 
anything. Whereas, even in time of decreasing 
revenue, we are even reducing the pump price. I don’t 
know how we can justify an increase in the cost of 
electricity at this time in Nigeria.
 “Whatever wi l l  affect his (Buhari) 
government is something that should concern all of us. 
I think this will affect his government. This timing. Not 
the increase. The timing. I think it will affect his 
government and if it is going to affect his government, 
we should all rally around our people, our president and 
the government to make sure we do the right thing,” he 
said.
 In attendance at the meeting were the 
representatives of NERC, Kano Electricity Distribution 
Company, Ikeja Electricity Distribution Company, 
Kaduna Electricity Distribution Company and Eko 
Electricity Distribution Company.
 While he noted that the planned increase 
in the tariff was of concern to the lawmakers, he said 
the government has been doing a lot as part of its 
obligations to provide some form of intervention.
 “I’m quite aware that for this year, probably 
starting from last year, over N600 billion was 
earmarked for this sector to improve. There is too much 
stress in the lives of Nigerians today and indeed across 
the world because of the challenges imposed by 
COVID-19 pandemic and even before then, we had 
issues that would always make it tough for our people 
to effectively pay the tariffs.
 “A well intended programme or policy of 
government can fall flat on the face and never recover if 
you do it at a wrong time. I think we all agree to that.
 “There cannot be a time as bad as this for 
us to increase anything. Forget about electricity, 
anything. Whereas, even in time of decreasing 
revenue, we are even reducing the pump price. I don’t 
know how we can justify an increase in the cost of 
electricity at this time in Nigeria.
 “Whatever wi l l  affect his (Buhari) 
government is something that should concern all of us. 
I think this will affect his government. This timing. Not 
the increase. The timing. I think it will affect his 
government and if it is going to affect his government, 
we should all rally around our people, our president and 
the government to make sure we do the right thing,” he 
said.

 In attendance at the meeting were the 

representatives of NERC, Kano Electricity Distribution 

Company, Ikeja Electricity Distribution Company, 

Kaduna Electricity Distribution Company and Eko 

Electricity 

DISCOs Back Down on 
Planned Tariff Hike
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I
keja Electric Plc has said that due to the upward 
review of meter prices by the Nigerian Electricity 
Regulatory Commission (NERC), the new price for 

Single Phase Meter is now N48,263.37, while Three-
phase Meter is now N89,069.33. All prices are inclusive 
of VAT and became effective from June 1, 2020.
The disco in statement said that the customers who 
have paid for meters before June 1, 2020, under the 
MAP scheme, but yet to be metered should forward their 
payment evidence stating Account Name, Application 
Reference Number (ARN), and IE Account Number to 
FinanceMap@ikejaelctric.com for prompt confirmation.
This the Disco said will enable them to be captured as 
the company sets to roll out 400,000 meters in the next 
two years.
According to Ikeja Electric Plc, this is in line with the 
mandate of the Nigerian Electricity Regulatory 
Commission (NERC) to bridge the metering gap and 
reduce the incidence of estimated billing. 
The company advised Customers not to pay any of its 
company’s staff for the metering of their residence. 
Adding that the customers should take advantage of this 
scheme to apply through the IE portal, using their Ikeja 
Electric’s account number on the bill to log into the portal 
and update their KYC (Know Your Customer) details.
Felix Ofulue, the Head Corporate Communications said 
in the statement that customers must always pay into 
the designated bank account provided by the MAP. 
“They must always include their Application Reference 

Ikeja Electric Adopts New Price
 Review for Prepaid Meters

Number (ARN) when making these payments” he 
said.
According to him, the company has in the last two 
years distributed and installed 120,000 meters in its 
coverage area and intends to meter another 400,000 
customers in the next 2 years
“Apart from eradicating estimated billing, Ikeja 
Electric’s metering program has also provided jobs, 
directly and indirectly, for thousands of Lagosians 
and Nigerians in general, particularly during the 
lockdown” he said.
In spite of logistical challenges emanating from the 
Covid-19 pandemic, the company has also metered 
Maximum Demand (MD) customers in its network 
and conducted periodic recertifications of the meters 
in line with Regulatory procedures.

“In addition, the local distribution transformers have 
also been metered up to 100% while the metering of 
newly installed transformers after completion of the 
project is ongoing” he explained.

He noted that Ikeja Electric has set up a debt 
resolution panel in the Six Business Units to address 
complaints on outstanding bills and other related 
issues to ensure reconciliation while customers are 
processing the application for the meter.
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here are strong indication that Mr. 

TNnaemeka Ewelukwa may not 
afterall head the Nigerian Bulk 

Electricity Trading Company (NBET) as the 
tussle over who sits as the Chief Executive 
Officer of NBET is yet to be resolved. Ms 
Marylin Amobi is back on her seat after the 
Minister of Power Engr. Saleh Mamman 
had thrown her out.
The Minister of Finance, Budget and 
National Planning, Mrs Zainab Ahmed, is 
the one that has reinstated Ms Amobi as the 
Chief Executive Officer of NBET and also 
inaugurated the board.
Though her comeback is for her to serve out 
her four years term which she started in July 
25, 2016 and supposedly to end next month
But sources said there are plans to extend 
her stay at NBET as Chief Executive Officer 
by Minister of Finance and that her coming 
back after the Minister of Power had 
removed her was to ensure that the Minister 
of Power do not have the chance to appoint 
anyone into that seat now that NBET is 
under Ministry of Finance.
According to the source there are 
likelyhood that Mr Nnaemeka Ewelukwa 
whom the minister of Power had appointed 
earlier may not after all return to the seat 
because the Minister of Finance it is said 
will appoint another if Ms Amobi had serve 
out her terms and any extension given to 
her by the Finance Minister.
 Until late last year, NBET was 
under the Ministry of Power but President 
Muhammadu Buhari moved it to the 
Ministry of Finance, Budget and National 
Planning after Mamman tried to sack Amobi 
on December 24, 2019.
However, penultimate Monday, the Minister 
of Power, revealed in a statement that Mr 
Nnaemeka Ewelukwa would succeed 
A m o b i  a s  N B E T  b o s s  f o l l o w i n g 
presidency’s approval that she proceeded 
on terminal leave with immediate effect.
 Mamman said he received 
approval from the President to appoint 
Ewelukwa, NBET General Counsel and 
Secretary, as the new Managing Director.
 He is to succeed Marilyn 
Amob i ,  as  subs tan t i ve  Manag ing 
Director/CEO, while the former MD is to 
handover and proceed on terminal leave 
with immediate effect,’ the letter from the 
Minister of Power read.
 ‘Pres ident  Muhammadu 
Buha r i  had  ea r l i e r  app roved  t he 

 Ahmed noted that the new board 
was necessitated by the challenges of the power 
sector, particularly with regards to NBET achieving 
its mandate.
 We have a l l  come to  bet ter 
understand the role of NBET as the manager and 
administrator of the electricity pool in the Nigerian 
Electricity Supply Industry (NESI), and how it buys 
electricity from the generating companies 
(GenCos) including Independent Power 
Producers (IPP’s) under Power Purchase 
Agreements (PPAs) and resells it to the 
distribution companies (DisCos) via vesting 
contracts.
 ‘The role of NBET in the stabilisation 
of the power sector cannot be overemphasised as 
it plays a key role in the generation of market 
confidence through well-negotiated and well-
aligned contracts with fair risk allocation that 
protects market participants from credit and 
systemic risks. NBET stands as a de-risking agent 
in the power industry as it acts as a creditworthy 
off-taker of power procured from Gencos in the 
absence of bi-lateral contracts between Gencos 
and Discos,’ she stated.
 The min is ter  no ted tha t  the 
contractual obligations and guarantees that NBET 
issues and manages were of strategic importance 
in the repositioning of the sector and delivering the 
desired benefits to Nigerians, in line with the 
mandates of NBET.

Ahmed, who is the Chairman of the Board, said: 
‘The reconstitution of the board, therefore, took 
consideration of the current stage of evolution of 
the restructured electricity sector, the complexities 
the sector currently faces, multi-disciplinary skills 
of prospective board members, especially in 
finance and investment, electricity generation, 
system operations of deregulated electricity 
markets, administrative law, as well as economic 
regulation of network utilities, amongst other 
factors.’
 While urging the board members to 
appreciate the importance of the assignment, 
Ahmed said: ‘It is important that we bring our skills 
and experiences to bear in this critical assignment.

‘It is important that we build NBET to become that 
defensive wall against potential payment defaults, 
till generation companies and distribution 
companies are able to enter into power purchase 
agreements on a bilateral basis. NBET has to be 
able to successfully fulfil i ts role in the 
management and administration of financial flows 
in the sector, the promotion of a contract-based 
market that allocates risks efficiently to parties 
responsible for them and the formulation of 
policies for efficient system settlement.’

President Muhammadu Buhari recently approved 
the reconstitution of the Board of Directors of 
NBET.

A Non-Executive Director from Ministry of Power, 
to be represented by staff, not below the level of a 
director; Mr Alexander Ayoola Okoh, as Non – 
Executive Director from Bureau of Public 
Enterprises (80% Shareholder in NBET); Ms 
Pat ience Oniha, Director-General ,  Debt 
Management Office, as Non-Executive Director; 
Mr Ben Akabueze, Director-General, Budget 
Office of the Federation, as Non-Executive 
Director.

Also appointed are Suleyman Ndanusa, former 
Director-General of Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC), as Non-Executive Director 
(Independent); Engr. Mustapha Balarabe Shehu, 
former President Nigeria Society of Engineers 

Ewelukwa Loses NBET
 Headship As Amobi’s

 Tenure May Be Extended

recommendation to this effect.’

However, a letter from the Ministry of 
Finance said the president has approved 
that Amobi is allowed to serve out her 
tenure which would end on July 24.
 The letter dated June 15, 
the same date as Mamman’s, was 
attached to a June 8 memo signed by 
Ibrahim Gambari, the President’s Chief 
of Staff.
Mamman and Ewelukwa were copied in 
the letter, signed by Mahmoud Isa-
Dutse, Permanent Secretary at the 
Ministry of Finance.

‘The President has approved that you 
serve out your tenure at the completion 
of which you should hand over to 
Nnaemeka Ewelukwa who is to take over 
f rom you as the MD/CEO. Your 
appointment which took effect from July 
25, 2016, for four years is to end on July 
24, 2020,’ the letter from the Ministry of 
Finance read.

However, speaking at the inauguration of 
the reconstituted Board of NBET in Abuja 
on Monday, the Finance Minister pushed 
for quicker deregulation of the power 
(electricity) sector, as the current 
situation is forcing Nigerians to pay more 
for power.

‘Electricity deregulation is still evolving in 
Nigeria, and the country is basically 
learning as the privatized market 
evolves. However, we do not have all the 
time, as the longer it takes, the more 
costly it is financially for Nigerians and 
the country at large.’

She, therefore, urged members of the 
new board to work assiduously to ensure 
that their tenure in the transitional market 
trading arrangement brings good tidings 
to the country.
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T
he National Economic Council (NEC) has said 
that the 11 Electric Power Distr ibution 
Companies (Discos) nationwide have under-

collected on their invoices to the tune of N890 billion 
and under-remitting to the market which resulted in a 
debt of N230 billion between the period of the year 2015 
to 2018.

The NEC, Ad-Hoc Committee on Ownership Review 
and Analysis of Discos and Electricity Sector Reform in 
their Report Summary and Recommendation, dated 
March 19, 2020, frowned at the non representation of 
States and Local government in the Board of Discos 
despite their 27.3 percent shares in these Discos.
The Report also showed that the Discos underinvested 
relative to their Performance Agreement targets by 
N164 billion about 67 percent and also benefited from 
investments by the Niger Delta Power Holding 
Company (NDPHC) and Rural Electricity Agency 
(REA) in their networks to the tune of N147 billion.
The NEC committee noted that Board composition 
across Discos are disproportionately skewed towards 
private investors while States and LGAs have no 
representation. 
The committee pointed out that though the EPSRA 
established a good framework for driving the electric 
power reform, through a multi-stage competitive 
approach, the establishment of an independent 
regulator, and mechanisms to protect the poor. 

However, the sector has underperformed due to critical 
challenges includingnon-implementation of cost reflective 
tariffs, misalignment between the investors and BPE on 
required investment in Discos, under investment in 
infrastructure and poor implementation of rules/contracts.
Therefor, NEC said that there is urgent need to turn the sector 
around. As result measures such as recapitalization of 
Discos, and firm implementation of industry rules/contracts 
and the insistence on sound governance principles should be 
adopted to improve performance.

According to NEC Ad-Hoc Committee report the key issues 
identified from review of governance practices in the Discos 
were that BPE alone represents public sector equity on the 
board of each Disco and this could compromise its ability to 
carry out objective Monitoring & Evaluation of each Discos’ 
operations and the Performance Agreement.

Furthermore, the Report showed that on average, each 
Disco has 8 board members of which only 1 represents BPE 
which is not reflective of the shareholding structure of the 
Discos and that States/LGAs governments own 27.3 percent 
equity in the Discos but are are not represented. Moreso, 
BPE does not exercise its veto rights in supervising Disco 
management.

Discos Under-collected Invoices 
Stand at N890 Billion and
 N230 Billion
 Debt
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T
he Federal  Government has 
announced the appointment of Mr 
N n a e m e k a  E w e l u k a  a s  t h e 

Managing Director/Chief Executive Officer 
(CEO) of the Nigerian Bulk Electricity 
Trading (NBET).

Mr Aaron Artimas, Special Adviser, Media 
and Communication to the Minister of 
Power, Mr Sale Mamman, made this 
known in a statement in Abuja on Monday.

Artimas said that the appointment was in 
furtherance of the reorganisation and 
realignments in the power sector.

According to him, the Minister of Power 
while making the announcement, said that 
Eweluka is to succeed Mrs Marilyn Amobi, 
as the substantive MD and Chief Executive 
Officer.

Artimas said the former managing director 
is to handover and proceed on terminal 
leave with immediate effect.

He said that before the appointment of 
Eweluka as the Managing Director, he was 
the company’s General Counsel and 
Secretary.

Artimas said that President Muhammadu 
Buhar i  had  ear l ie r  approved  the 
recommendation to this effect.

“Eweluka, a lawyer, came to this position 
with over 20 years’ experience, spanning 
private practice, academics and the Power 
sector.

“He is a specialist on privatisation and legal 
energy reforms as well as a member of the 
Chartered Institute of Arbitration,” he said.

FG appoints  
Eweluka as
 MD of NBET
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A
s part of measures to cope with the boom and 
bust cycle in the global crude oil market and to 
sustain revenue generation for the Country, the 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) is 
firming up a bouquet of business portfolios in the power, 
medical, housing and other sectors that would 
strengthen the profitability of the National Oil Company.

A press release Thursday in Abuja by the NNPC Group 
General Manager, Group Public Affairs Division, Dr. 
Kennie Obateru, quoted the corporation’s Chief 
Ope ra t i ng  Office r,  Ven tu res  and  Bus iness 
Development, Mr. Roland Ewubare, as saying that the 
Ajaokuta-Kaduna-Kano (AKK) pipeline network would 
enable the NNPC to deepen its footprint in the power 
sector through the establishment of an Independent 
Power Plant.

The NNPC Chief Business developer made this 
submission at an appearance on Arise Tv Global 
business report programme.

Ewubare stated that NNPC would use its network of 
excellent medical centres across the country to provide 
innovative healthcare for Nigerians.

“NNPC is creating an energy company that would have 
portfolios in renewable energy; we have initiatives on 
solar that is ongoing. We have got biofuels agreements 
with some state governments that would soon be 
activated. We do have a lot of non-core businesses that 
are aggregated under the Ventures and Business 
Development Autonomous Business Unit of the NNPC 
that would be expanded through effective collaboration 
and partnership with the private sectors,” Ewubare 
informed.

NNPC to 
Deepen 

Business 
Portfolios 
in Power, 
Medical,
 Others

He disclosed that the NNPC had a lot of hectares of 
land across the country and would soon be partnering 
with private developers to reduce the housing deficit in 
the country for the benefit of Nigerians who are the 
core shareholders of the corporation. 

Ewubare explained that NNPC’s aspiration was to 
achieve a  $10 per barrel cost by the fourth  quarter of 
2021, adding that a lot of logistics costs would be 
recalibrated to drive down the cost of crude oil 
production in the country.

“When you have a low commodity price regime, as the 
case now, the only way we are able to squeeze out 
some reasonable cash and financial gain to the nation 
is by curtailing and constraining our costs in line with 
the GMD’s aspiration to push for a $10 per barrel cost 
of production. Against this backdrop, the conversation 
around cost becomes an imperative and urgent one”, 
Ebuware stated.

The NNPC Chief Business Developer said the 
corporation was working closely with its partners to 
commercialize flared gas by converting it to 
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) and Liquefied 
Natural Gas, adding that the gesture would preserve 
the flora and fauna of the country.
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T
he Federal Government has been urged to restore Dr. 
Usman Gur Mohammed as Managing Director/CEO of 
the Transmission Company of Nigeria, TCN, arguing 

that did very well during the short period.

Investigation showed that many top government officials in 
the power sector are opposed to his recent removal by the 
Minister of Power, Engr. Sale Mamman because of his 
numerous achievements.

One of them, who preferred not to be named because he was 
not permitted to speak, said: “Under his leadership, the 
Transmission Company of Nigeria (TCN) set the pace in the 
Nigerian Electricity Supply Industry (NESI), with huge 
investments in key areas, including additional lines and 
construction of substations nationwide. This partly explains 
why Nigeria has been able to increase its wheeling capacity 
from the initial 500MW in 2017, to the current over 8100 
megawatts, MW. He was working to achieve 20,000 MW by 
2022.
“He initiated several proactive projects and programmes to 
stabilize the grid for optimum performance, as shown in the 
Transmission Rehabilitation and Expansion Programme, 
(TREP), which secured USD 1.661 million loan from multi-
lateral financing agencies to fund the TREP projects.
“As a firm believer in the capability of Nigerians, he 
assembled a team of TCN -in- house engineers to install and 
inaugurated over 68 power transformers, while 795 out of 

819 TCN containers, abandoned at the ports for 
over 10 years were cleared and utilised.
“Mohammed gave priority to provision of 
functional Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA), good communication back 
bone and a spinning reserve for effective grid 
management.”
Another senior official, said: We did not expect 
him to be removed at this time because President 
Muhammadu Buhari  had confirmed his 
appointment as MD/CEO of the company in 2018 
for a four-year term.
He said: “The official said Mohammed attracted 
tremendous support from the global community, 
especially African Development Bank, ADB, 
which he came from on secondment to TCN. 
With the financial and other support of the bank 
toward the execution of power projects in 
Nigeria, we think AfDB deserved at least a little 
respect or regard in the treatment of its senior, 
who accepted to come and drive the operations 
of TCN.”
He added: “Probably, this explains why many 
workers went on rampage to protest against his 
sudden removal.”
In a statement, the General Secretary, National 
Union of Electricity Employees, Mr. Joe Ajaero, 
had stated: “As it stands today, no MD/CEO in 
TCN has provided for the welfare and happiness 
of workers in the sector better than Mohammed.
“He has stabilised the network and system better 
than any person before him. Nobody has 
generated a lot of revenue for government more 
than U. G. Mohammed. Nobody has protected 
the interest of the country against foreign 
predators like U. G. Mohammed.
“The MD of TCN is there to serve the interest of 
government, electricity users in the country, the 
workers and Nigerians in general and not the 
selfish interest of any minister.
“While we commend our members for their 
response to the sad action of the minister, we 
urge them to remain on their work bits, but should 
not fail to pull out should the work stations be 
militarised, as witnessed in some locations.”

Experts, Labour, Seek Return of
 Dr. Mohammed as MD/CEO, TCN
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he Minister of Power, Sale Mamman 

Thas said that he looked forward to 
improved power transmission in 

Niger ia  wi th  the emergence of  new 
management of Transmission Company of 
Nigeria (TCN).
The Minister had on Wednesday removed 
Usman Mohammed as the Managing Director 
and replaced him with Sule Abdulaziz and up 
graded other management staff. According to 
him there are expectations from the federal 
government and the power ministry therefore 
the new management are not to lose sight of 
these expectations. “Ensure all substation 
and transmission projects are completed 
within the shortest possible time” the Minister 
told the new management.
The Min is ter  had met  wi th  the new 
management after the FEC meeting via online 
with President Mohammadu Buhari in Abuja. 

“I have also tasked them with ensuring 

Power Minister Meets New Management 
of TCN Over Completion of Projects

dedicated, purposeful and selfless 
leadership at the TCN. They shall receive 
a l l  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  s u p p o r t  a n d 
cooperation from the Ministry of Power 
and My Office. I look forward to improved 
electricity transmission across the 
Country” he said.
In his Twitter the Minister said “I met with 
t h e  N e w  m a n a g e m e n t  o f  t h e 
Transmission Company of Nigeria today 
after participating in the virtual FEC which 
President @MBuhari presided over. I have 
charged them with ensuring all substation 
and transmission projects are completed 
within the shortest possible time”
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gbin the nation’s biggest power plant, 

EGeregu, Omotosho, Ihovbor among others 
experienced reduction in power output as a 

result of gas shortage.

The other plants were Olorunsogo, Delta, Geregu II, 
Sapele II, Olorunsogo II, Omotosho II, Ihovbor II, 
Okpai IPP and Trans-Amadi IPP.

The nation’s 27 plants generated a total of 3,471.6 
megawatts as of 6am on Monday, compared to 
3,391.4MW on Sunday, according to the Nigerian 
Electricity System Operator.

Seven plants did not generate any megawatt of 
electricity as of 6am on Monday. The idle plants 
were Sapele II, Olorunsogo II, Ihovbor II, Gbarain, 
Ibom Power, AES and ASCO.

Egbin, which is located in Lagos, generated 540MW 
as of 6am on Monday, as one of its units, ST4, was 
said to be out due to gas constraint.

Omotosho’s output stood at 122.8MW as four of its 
units, GT1, GT2, GT3 and GT7, were out due to gas 
constraint.

Five units at Olorunsogo were down because of gas 
issue, reducing its output to 90.5MW, while Delta 

generated 282MW as one of its unit was out as a 
result of gas.

Geregu II produced 80MW (two units hit by gas 
constraint), while Omotosho II generated 
95.6MW (two units affected).

Okpai’s output level stood at 158MW and Trans-
Amadi produced 62.9MW, as one each of their 
units were idle because of gas shortage.

The nation generates most of its electricity from 
gas-fired power plants, while output from 
hydropower plants makes up about 30 per cent of 
the total generation.

The system operator put the nation’s installed 
generation capacity at 12,910.40MW; available 
capacity at 7,652.60MW; transmission wheeling 
capacity at 8,100MW; and the peak generation 
ever attained at 5,375MW.

The sector is plagued by problems of gas 
supply shortages, l imited distr ibution 
networks, limited transmission line capacity, 
huge metering gap, electricity theft as well as 
high technical an

Egbin, Omotosho and Geregu
 Plants Experience Reduction
 in Output
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C
hevron has described the acquisition of $13 
billion worth of Noble Energy as Low-Cost 
deal in its first major Post covid-19 

transaction. 
Chevron said on Monday that it has signed pact with 
the Houston-based Noble Energy to aquire its 
stocks valued at US$5 billion. Under the terms of the 
deal, Noble Energy shareholders will receive 0.1191 
shares of Chevron for each Noble Energy share. 
According to Chevron though the total value of the 
transaction is US$13 billion, including debts 
however, the major reason for the acquisition was 
that the deal was a low cost one. Furthermore the 
deal is strategically in line with Chevron’s plans for 
the U.S. shale oil business.

Chevron and Noble Energy’s boards have 
unanimously approved the deal, which is expected 
to close in Q4 2020, subject to shareholder approval 
of Noble Energy shareholders, regulatory 
approvals, and other customary closing conditions.

Last year, Chevron bid to buy Anadarko, but was 
outbid by Occidental in what analysts now see as an 
ill-timed decision for Oxy to pursue such a huge and 
leveraged transaction.

The Chevron-Noble deal is expected to boost Chevron’s 
portfolio of assets in the Permian, DJ, and Eagle Ford 
basins, as well as diversify Chevron’s portfolio with large-
scale producing assets in the Eastern Mediterranean.

“Our strong balance sheet and financial discipline gives 
us the flexibility to be a buyer of quality assets during 
these challenging times,” Chevron’s chairman and CEO 
Michael Wirth said in a statement.

Ies“This combination is expected to unlock value for 
shareholders, generating anticipated annual run-rate 
cost synergies of approximately $300 million before tax, 
and it is expected to be accretive to free cash flow, 
earnings, and book returns one year after close,” Wirth 
added.

The transaction announced today is the first major deal 
since the oil price plunge in March which hit the U.S. 
shale patch.

Shale firms now have fewer financing options than they 
did in the 2015-2016 downturn. Thus could drive 
consolidation in the industry with some attractive M&A 
opportunities

Post Covid-19: $13 Billion Acquisition
 of Noble Energy a Low-Cost 
Deal – Chevron

FINANC
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he Managing Director/Chief Executive 

TOfficer, Asset Management Corporation 
of Nigeria, (AMCON) Ahmed Kuru, has 

said that some of its receiver managers has 
been disengaged due to non-performance as it 
sets strategy to recover N5 trillion debts.
The corporation is worried that if efforts are not 
intesified to recover these huge debt over a 
period of time, the debt burden would 
automatically become the debt of the Federal 
Government and taxpayers’ monies would be 
used to settle it in the long run.

Kuru said this in a statement on Sunday, titled 
‘N5tn recovery possible if AMCON unleash full 
powers – legal experts’. Kuru spoke at the first 
seminar for AMCON receivers/receiver 
managers in general enforcement in Abuja.

Kuru, who was represented by the Group 
Head, Resolution Strategy, AMCON, Mr Aliyu 
Kalgo, said, “We reiterate our receivers are 
very key to the success of AMCON.

AMCON Disengages Receiver 
Managers Over N5 Trillion Debt

“In order to streamline the functions of our 
receivers and make them more effective and 
accountable, we have developed a new 
rece iversh ip  f ramework ,  wh ich wi l l 
henceforth govern our relationship in terms of 
m a n a g e m e n t  o f  t h e  a s s e t s  a n d 
accountability” he said
As part of the corporation’s efforts to recover 
the outstanding N5tn debt, he said it also 
disengaged some of its receivers for non-
performance.
“We did that because assets are being 
abandoned without cause or plan to come out 
of the debt. And at times, receiver managers 
are confused about their responsibilities” 
Kuru said.
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F
BNQUEST has said that competition among the 
nation’s major oil marketers will increase if the 
federal government through the Petroleum 

Product Pricing Regulation Agency (PPPRA) continues 
with the Premium Motor Spirit (PMS) known as petrol 
new pricing template and effectively deregulating the 
downstream sector.
“We see competition intensifying over a long term under 
this scenerio, reach and distribution will be a key 
competitive advantage” FBNQUESTsaid.
According to analysts at FBNQUEST the country’s 
downstream petroleum sector is in need of favourable 
policy steps to ramp up investment.
In a statement titled ‘Downstream oil and gas at a 
crossroads and due for favourable policy steps’ 
analysts said given relatively softer petroleum products 
demand in the first half of this year, the near-term 
outlook for the sector was certainly subdued however, 
the long-term prospects appeared more promising.

“The downstream oil and gas business is typically a low 
margin one. However, other factors, mainly 
constraining policies, have led to historically low 
investments in the sector over the last decade.

“In our view, the fortunes of the sector could change with 
the growing possibility of full pricing deregulation.

“We believe the reintroduction of a market-friendly 
pricing template for petrol in March and the central 
bank’s current attempt at unifying foreign exchange 
rates increase the prospects of the end of mandated 
petrol price ceilings” FBNQUEST said.

It noted that the newly adopted pricing template took 
into consideration several factors such as the 

PMS New Pricing
 Template Will
 Engender 
Competition
-FBNQUEST

petroleum product cost and the foreign currency 
conversion rate at which oil marketing companies 
import petroleum products.

“We expect the recent adjustment of the naira official 
FX rate from N306/$1 to N380 to test the durability of 
this template within this quarter.
“Assuming all other inputs remain constant on the 
most recently published PPPRA petrol pricing 
template an adjustment of FX rate assumption to the 
current rate level raises ex-depot prices by 
approximately 20 percent.

“In the near term, we expect the industry to take a hit 
from measures adopted to stem the spread of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The implementation of a total 
lockdown, followed by a partial economic re-opening 
in key states – Lagos, Ogun and the FCT – should 
result in declining petrol consumption in Q2.

“We estimate a petrol consumption contraction of 
between 40 and 45 per cent in Q2 even though 
product importation grew eight per cent year-on-year 
to 5.3 billion litres in prior quarter” they said.
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T
he House of Representatives is to look into the 
allaged withdrawal of $1.05 billion of the Nigerian 
Liquefied Natural Gas (NLNG) account by the 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC)
The illegal withdrawals is said to be from the Dividends 
Account of the NLNG by NNPC. A motion to investigate 
this alleged illegal withdrawal was sponsored by 
Minority Leader, Rep. Ndudi ELumelu (PDP-Delta).

The Nigeria liquefied natural gas (NLNG) was 
incorporated as a limited liability company in 1989 with 
the aim of producing liquefied natural gas and natural 
gas liquids for export purposes and it’s production 
kickstarted in 1999 and is jointly owned by the 
Government of Nigeria ably represented by the NNPC 
with a shareholding of 49 percent, shell gas B.V 
25.6percent, Total LNG Nigeria LTD 15 percent and ENI 
international 10.4 percent.

The dividends from the NLNG are supposed to be paid 
into the consolidated revenue funds account of the 
federal government and to be shared among the three 
tiers of government.

ELumelu in presenting his Motion, however, expressed 
worries that “the NNPC who represents the government 
of Nigeria on the board of the NLNG had unilaterally 
without the required consultations with states and the 
mandatory appropriation from the national assembly 

illegally tampered with the funds at the NLNG 
dividends account to the tune of 1.05 billion 
dol lars, thereby violat ing the nat ions 
appropriation law”.

He said, while presenting his Motion, that he 
was “disturbed that there was no transparency 
in this extra-budgetary spending as only the 
group managing director and the corporation’s 
chief financial officer had the knowledge of how 
the 1.05 billion dollars was spent”.

He expressed concerns ” that there are no 
records showing the audit and recovery of 
accrued funds from the NLNG by the office of 
the auditor general of the federation, hence the 
need for a thorough investigation of the 
activities on the NLNG dividends account”

“The House, with Speaker of the House, Rep. 
Femi Gbajabiamila presiding, adopted his 
Motion, without debate, mandating its 
committee on public accounts, to invite the 
management of the NNPC, as well as that of 
the NLNG to conduct a thorough investigation 
on activities that have taken place on the 
dividends account and report back to the house 
in four weeks”

NLNG: House of Rep. Looks into 
$1.05 Billion Illegal Withdrawal 
By NNPC
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Gabriel Ogbechie Prof. Wumi Iledare

DOWNSTREAM PETROLEUM MARKET DEREGULATION: 
PROSPECTIVE IMPACT ON NIGERIA ECONOMY  POST COVID 

MODERATED BY PROF WUMI ILEDARE: 
I want to congratulate you for this initiative to have this 
conversation, I think when intellectual community 
discusses policy issues it helps the government to be 
able to formulate a good policy for the business sector 
to be able to adapt to this policy. The purpose of being 
here is to look at five topics and we have distinguished 
panelists to be able to help us understand this clearly.
First, we want to look at the impacts of COVID-19 in 
the downstream for the past three months; we want to 
look at the situation of the market looking at what the 
COVID-19 has done to the world and causing our 
economy activity to be on standstill.  
Furthermore, we will be looking at how we can 
restructure the petroleum downstream  sector and the 
market so that the market can expand and allow more 
operators in the downstream sector. As a result this 
will bring competitiveness and vibrancy in sector 
which wi l l  engender economic growth and 
development in our country.

Considering what the Minister of State for Petroleum 
Resources, Timipre Sylva  said recently that the 
downstream sector is fully deregulated. The 
questions therefore are:

IS�IT�POSSIBLE�TO�DEREGULATE�THE�DOWNSTREAM�WITHOUTIS�IT�POSSIBLE�TO�DEREGULATE�THE�DOWNSTREAM�WITHOUT
�PROPER�LEGISLATION�AND�IS�IT�POSSIBLE��TO�JUST�MAKE�A�PROPER�LEGISLATION�AND�IS�IT�POSSIBLE��TO�JUST�MAKE�A
�PRONUNCEMENT�THAT�THE�DOWNSTREAM�PETROLEUM��PRONUNCEMENT�THAT�THE�DOWNSTREAM�PETROLEUM�
SECTOR�HAS�BEEN�DEREGULATED�AS�A�RESULT�OF�EITHER�SECTOR�HAS�BEEN�DEREGULATED�AS�A�RESULT�OF�EITHER�

EXECUTIVE�ORDER�OR�PRESIDENT�PRONUNCEMENT.�EXECUTIVE�ORDER�OR�PRESIDENT�PRONUNCEMENT.�

IS�IT�POSSIBLE�TO�DEREGULATE�THE�DOWNSTREAM�WITHOUT
�PROPER�LEGISLATION�AND�IS�IT�POSSIBLE��TO�JUST�MAKE�A
�PRONUNCEMENT�THAT�THE�DOWNSTREAM�PETROLEUM�
SECTOR�HAS�BEEN�DEREGULATED�AS�A�RESULT�OF�EITHER�

EXECUTIVE�ORDER�OR�PRESIDENT�PRONUNCEMENT.�
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Oluwatoyin Aina Tunji Oyebanji
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F
i d e l i t y  B a n k  P l c  h a s 
announced the appointment 
of Mr Mustafa Chike-Obi as 

the Chairman of the bank.

Ch ike-Obi ,  who is  cur ren t ly 
Executive Vice Chairman at Alpha 
African Advisory, has over 40 years 
of experience in investment banking 
and the financial services sector.

In a statement in Lagos on Sunday, 
Fidelity Bank explained that Chike-
Ob i ’s  appo in tmen t  f o l l owed 
retirement of Mr Ernest Ebi as its 
Chairman, Board of Directors.

It noted that Ebi and Mr Seni Adetu, 
who had been serving as Chairman 
and Independent Non-Executive 
D i r e c t o r  r e s p e c t i v e l y,  h a d 
successfully completed their tenure 
in accordance with the bank’s 
internal governance policy.

The bank said that they would be 
stepping down from the board.

It said that it recorded significant 
growth across key financial metrics 
under the leadership of Ebi and 
Adetu.

“The bank’s market share position 
h a s  a l s o  b e e n  m a t e r i a l l y 
strengthened,” it said.

According to the bank, prior to 
joining Alpha African Advisory, 
Chike-Obi
was the inaugural Chief Executive 
O ffi c e r,  A s s e t  M a n a g e m e n t 
Corporation of Nigeria (AMCON).

Fidelity Bank added that Chike-Obi 
was the Founding President at 
Madison Advisors, a financial 
services advisory and consulting 

Fidelity Bank Appoints
 Chike-Obi Chairman

firm in New Jersey, U.S., specialising in hedge funds and private equity 
investment advice.

He holds a bachelor’s degree in Mathematics from the University of Lagos 
(First Class Honours) and a master’s degree in Business Administration from 
Stanford University Graduate School of Business, the bank said.

According to the bank, Ebi will continue in the role until Chike-Obi assumes 
office to ensure smooth and successful transition.

It said that the changes attested to the bank’s high governance standards and 
best practices.

The bank quoted Ebi as expressing satisfaction with the results achieved by 
the bank during his tenure.

‘I feel that the management team has consolidated on our plans to become 
one of the fastest-growing banks in the country strongly rooted in technology 
only comparable with the best in the world.

“I am confident that my successor will continue on that path to take the bank to 
its next stage of growth and advancement.

“I wish my successor, the management team and the entire staff of Fidelity 
Bank the very best for continued success,” Fidelity Bank quoted the outgoing 
chairman as saying.

It added that its Managing Director, Mr Nnamdi Okonkwo, hailed the 
contributions of the outgoing board members.

It quoted Okonkwo as saying that it benefitted immensely from their 
experiences and was looking forward to continuing the bank’s upward growth 
trajectory with Chike-Obi.
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“The packaging section can also be used for 
generating additional incomes for the business 
and for creation of employment,”he said.
 Wabote said the Board was excited at 
the prospects of these partnerships in jobs 
creation, value retention, petroleum products 
availability, utilisation of our abundant gas 
resources and in the development of in-country 
capability.
 A lso ,  Ak inde le  conveyed  the 
company’s readiness to partner NCDMB in the 
development of the energy park and assured that 
the project would add value to the nation’s natural 
resources.
 According to him, it will create wealth 
and social amenities for communities.
 He said that the Energy Park targeted 
creation of over 1000 jobs and impacting 10,000 
families.
 Akindele added that the modular 
refinery would produce a combination of Naphtha, 
diesel, kerosine and HFO, otherwise known as 
residual fuel oil.
 H e  p l e d g e d  t h e  c o m p a n y ’ s 
commitment to exceed expectations, help 
increase government’s revenue, and reduce 
dependence on imported petroleum products.
 Similarly, Oko noted that Eraskon was 
del ighted to contr ibute to the industr ial 
development of Bayelsa and the Niger Delta.
 He said the company would benefit 
from operating from the same industrial corridor 
with Shell Gas Gathering Facility, Azikel Refinery 
and NCDMB projects at Polaku.
 He promised that the company would 
be a good story of NCDMB partnership and the 
project would be completed in two years.

igerian Content Development and Monitoring Board (NCDMB) has 

Nsigned an equity investment agreement with Duport Midstream 
Company for the establishment of an Energy Park in Egbokor, Edo 

State.
 The Board also signed an equity investment agreement with 
Eraskon Nigeria Ltd., for establishment of a lubricating oils blending plant in 
Gbarain, Bayelsa.
 The Board, in a statement over the weekend in Abuja, said that 
the investments would catalyse industrialisation and was expected to 
generate about 1,500 direct, indirect, and induced employment 
opportunities.
 It said the investments would also have several other spin-off 
economic activities that would be developed where these projects are 
located.
 The planned Energy Park, it said, comprised of a 2,500bpd 
modular refinery, 30MMscfd gas processing facility, which would include a 
CNG facility and 2MW power plant.
 According to the statement, the lubricating oils blending plant 
will be the first of such plant in Bayelsa and will have the capacity to produce 
45,000liters per day.
 It added that it would also enhance the availability of engine 
oils, transmission fluids, grease and other products.
 The statement noted that the NCDMB Executive Secretary, 
Simbi Wabote, signed the Shareholders Agreements and Share 
Subscription Agreements for the board at its liaison office in Abuja.
 It said that Dr Akintoye Akindele, Managing Director of Duport 
Midstream Company and Mr Maxwell Oko, Managing Director of Erakson 
Nigeria Ltd equally signed for their firms. 
 “The investments are part of the approvals granted recently by 
the Board’s Governing Council chaired by the Minister of State for 
Petroleum Resources, Chief Timipre Sylva.
 ” The investments are coming under the Board’s commercial 
ventures programme and are in sync with the Board’s vision to serve as a 
catalyst for the industrialisation of the Nigerian oil and gas industry and its 
linkage sectors,” Wabote said.
 He further said that the Duport partnership was in furtherance 
of the Board’s strategy to enhance in-country value addition by supporting 
the establishment of processing facilities close to marginal or stranded 
hydrocarbon fields.
 He stressed that the recent drastic drop in the prices of oil had 
made it imperative to have refining capacities to reduce if not eliminate 
cases of stranded oil cargoes without buyers.
 Wabote underscored the emerging investment opportunity in 
developing capability and capacity in-country to maintain the various kits in 
the modular refinery on a sustainable basis.
 “We do not want a situation where the modular refineries are 
folding up one after the other in a few years due to lack of technical support 
or inability to secure critical parts,” he said
 He added that NCDMB had commenced discussions with 
some Original Equipment Manufacturers on how to domicile the fabrication 
and assembly of modular refineries in-country.
 “Our strategy is to begin to claw back bits and pieces of the 
various components of the modular refinery until we fully domesticate the 
manufacturing of a large percentage of the kits in-country,” the NCDMB 
executive secretary said.

On the partnership with Eraskon, he pointed out that the blending facility 
had the capacity to be deployed for the production of other chemicals and 
reagents.

NCDMB Signs Pact with 
           Duport and 
            Eraskon
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E
xxon Mobi l  Corporat ion incurred an 
unprecedented second straight quarterly loss 
as almost every facet of the oil giant’s 

business slumped amid Covid-19 lockdowns that 
stunted economic activity.

The explorer’s oil and natural gas unit took a hit of as 
much as $3.1 billion as prices for those commodities 
slumped, according to a regulatory filing on 
Thursday. Margins in Exxon’s refining business 
contracted by almost $1 billion while the chemical 
unit teetered on the edge of a loss.

The guidance suggests the company will post a per-
share loss of 69 cents at the midpoint range, 
excluding certain items, according to Cowen & Co. 
That would be worse than the 55-cent adjusted 
average loss forecast in a Bloomberg survey of 16 
analysts.

“Given the current environment, XOM will likely need 
to continue defending its long-term view of energy 
growth that underpins its counter-cyclical capex 
program that could ramp back up next year,” Cowen 
analysts including Jason Gabelman wrote in a note 

to clients.

Major oil and gas producers from Norway to the U.S. 
saw profit plunge in the opening three months of the 
year. Exxon reported its first quarterly loss in modern 
history during the January-to-March period, and that 
was only the result of the initial spread of the 
coronavirus.

Things got even worse in the second quarter after 
the global pandemic and the aftermath of a Saudi-
Russian market-share war temporarily pushed oil 
prices into negative territory.

Exxon’s challenges extend beyond the full quarterly 
results it’s scheduled to release on July 31. The 
company’s debt load is expected to swell to a record 
$57 billion as it relies on borrowed money to sustain 
dividend payouts amid negative cash flow, Goldman 
Sachs Group Inc. said

ExxonMobil Incurred
 $3.1 Billion Loss on Gas
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T
here are strong indications that Polaris Bank is 
uncomfortable over Asset Management Corporation of 
Nigeria (AMCON) moves to take over Pan Ocean Oil 

Gas company over alleged N240 billion inedebtness.
Financial Energy Review gathered that Polaris Bank may have 
been making moves behind the scene intervening to ensure 
that the matter is settled out of court.
 This is to give Pan Ocean more opportunity to focus 
on pursuing its commitment to the development and production 
on OML 147 which came from OPL 275 in 2014. OML 147 is 
expected to attain peak output of 11,000 barrels of crude oil and 
90 million standard cubic feet of gas per day when fully 
operational.
 These projects were expected to come on stream 
early this year, but several things including the disruption in 
business activities and the distortion in the oil and gas sector by 
the global pandemic had made Pan Ocean and the host of 
other oil companies to put on hold all planned business 
executions.
Pan Ocean had accessed funding for the project from a 
consortium of banks led by Polaris Bank Limited (Former Skye 
Bank Plc). It is said that some of the banks involved in the 
project are nolonger comfortable with the delays associated 
with the projects.
 However, Pan Ocean is said to be determined to go 
ahead with the project which also include the expansion of 
Phase II of the Ovade-Ogharefe Gas Processing Plant/LPG 
Propane Plant is designed to expand gas processing capacity 
at the plant to 200 million standard cubic feet per day.
 “We accessed funding from the banking system to 
facilitate expansion plans which were based on sound 
investment advice and projections. The funds were invested in 
assets which are verifiable and within Nigeria. We remain 

committed to working with our financial partners to 
resolve all outstanding issues.”
 “We are committed to the rule of law and 
due process and will continue to rely on legal due 
process to resolve this issues despite the 
provocation and lawlessness of the party.
 “We call on the leadership of the 
judiciary and all lovers of democracy and the rule of 
law to call the erring parties to order.” Pan Ocean 
said.
 The Federal High Court, presided over 
by Justice A.M. Liman, in the suit between the Asset 
Management Corporation of Nigeria (AMCON) vs 
Everest Nominees Limited, and Dr. Bolaji Ogundare, 
a subsidiary of Pan Ocean Group, has ordered 
AMCON and its assignee to take over all the assets 
of the companies. Lagos-based oil and gas 
businessman, Dr. Festus Fadeyi, whose total 
indebtedness to AMCON is over N240 billion, is the 
promoter of Pan Ocean Group.

The court had also granted an order appointing 
AMCON as a Receiver Manager (in accordance with 
its 2019 Act as amended), and its designated human 
nominees (Kunle Ogunba Esq.) its privies, and 
assigns over the assets of Pan Ocean, their 
corporate guarantors, cronies and cohorts to take 
over a number of its prime assets over some 
irreconcilable huge debt owed AMCON by Everest 
Nominees, Pan Ocean and their promoters as well 
as directors
 Aside these prime assets of the obligors, 
Justice Liman also ordered AMCON to take over any 
other assets, businesses, affairs, undertakings, 
interests among other belongings to the defendants 
wherever the same may be found.
 He also directed the Inspector-General 
of Police and his commissioners to assist AMCON 
and its designates as well as the Court Bailiffs in 
taking over the assets on behalf of the Corporation.
 Meanwhile, the management of Pan 
Ocean Oil (Nigeria) Limited has expressed dismay 
at what it described as attempted illegal takeover of 
its properties by AMCON.
 According to the firm, on July 2nd, 2020, 
a team led by Kunle Ogunba, disrupted work 
activities at two of its facilities under the guise of 
executing a court order.
The firm noted that the action was taken despite a 
pending lawsuit marked FHC/L/CS/552/2020 which 
is before the Court of Appeal in Lagos.
“Our lawyer, Mr. Oluwemimo Ogunde (SAN) had 
notified Justice Mohammed Liman of a Federal High 
Court in Lagos, about the pending suit and prayed 
His Lordship to stay execution of a court order 
around Pan Ocean’s assets. The attempted 
takeover of our assets by AMCON and its lawyer is 
therefore condemnable

Pan Ocean and AMCON: 
Polaris Bank May Intervene and
 Seek Out of Court Settlement
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F
idelity Bank Plc, has expressed delight to be 
associated with the Ajaokuta – Kaduna – Kano 
(AKK) Gas Pipeline Project and commended 

Oilserv Limited, contractors to the project and the Nigeria 
National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) for their 
determination to ensure that the project comes to fruition

Speaking at the flag off ceremony of the project at 
Ajaokuta, Fidelity Bank CEO, Mr. Nnamdi Okonkwo said 
that the bank was delighted to be associated with the 
laudable initiative to improve gas supply, enhance power 
generation and boost the productive capacity of the 
Nigerian Industrial sector. Okonkwo who was represented 
by the Executive Director, North, Mr. Hassan Imam 
pledged Fidelity Bank’s commitment to Oil Serv, the 
contractor of this project.

“As partner/banker to Oilserv, we are happy to meet all the 
financial obligations and other funding needs, required to 
successfully execute this project” he added. Leveraging 
on its know-how and capacity, Fidelity Bank Energy Desk 
provides support to businesses in the oil and gas value 
chain. The bank’s support for local content development, 
according to Fidelity Bank’s Executive Director, Corporate 
Bank, Mr. Obaro Odeghe “underscores our support for the 

key infrastructure initiatives of the Federal Government, 
and our customer, Oilserv Limited; a market leader in the 
oil servicing space”.

Oilserv Limited is an indigenous Engineering 
Procurement, Construction and Installation (EPCI) 
company. The Company provides EPCI services to 
Power and Oil & Gas Companies /Industries and have 
executed several  landmark pipel ine and gas 
infrastructure projects including OB-3 Pipeline Contract, 
OB-OB Project and currently the AKK pipeline project.

Chairman & CEO, Oilserv Limited, Mr. Emeka Okwuosa 
assured Nigerians that the project would be delivered 
within the contractual terms, adding that the company 
has the capacity to handle such a monumental project. 
“We are ready for it and what we are doing today is the 
official flag off which is ground breaking. We are already 
working and laying the lines”, he stated. According to him 
the company had already employed over 600 
employees, stating that this will be increased to 1000 or 
15000 in due course.

AKK Project: Fidelity Bank Delighted
 As Partners Commends Oilserv and NNPC
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T
he Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) 
has reduced its benchmark lending 
rate from 13.5 percent to 12.5 

percent. The CBN Governor said this on 
Thursday.

According to him, 10 members of the 
monetary policy committee backed the 
reduction. It is the first cut since March 
2019

The Committee, however, retained the 
Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) and the 
Liquidity Ratio (LR) at 27.5 percent and 30 
percent respectively. The Committee also 
retained the Asymmetric band at plus 200 
basis points and minus 500 basis points 
around the MPR.     

Emefiele, who disclosed these at the end of 
the MPC meeting, said that  seven 
members of the committee voted to cut the 
MPR by 100 basis points, while two 
members voted for a 150bps rate cut, with 
one member electing for a 200bps rate cut.

Expectations are that the economy will 
contract by as much as 8.9 percent this 
year, but Emefiele said the country could 
avoid a recession.

He said the economy could contract in the 
second and third quarters but recover in the 
fourth with the fiscal and monetary policy 
measures put in place by the authorities.

The decision surprised analysts. The 
central bank has kept interest rates tight for 
the last two years to curb inflation, support 
the naira and attract foreign investors to its 
debt marke

CBN Reduces
 Lending Rate

 from 
13.5 to 

12.5 Percent
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CRUDE OIL: FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

EARNINGS FROM RAW

MATERIAL IS OLD FASHION

-PROFESSOR ILEDARE
Nigeria must think outside the box and domesticate 
the use of her oil and gas resources.This is Professor 
WUMI ILEDARE take on the dwindling  revenue from 
the country’s crude oil sales. He told Ben Ndubuwa that 
Nigeria must embark on this new objective of 
domesticating her oil and gas even as the global LNG 
market is now at risk.

INTERVIEW

Covid 19 is a global pandemic 
ravaging the whole world and 
impacting heavily on businesses 
particularly the oil industry and 
reducing the revenue of oil-producing 
countries like Nigeria. What do you 
think Nigeria should do as a country 
as well as the oil companies to stand 
the challenges of this time?
 I n  the  sho r t  run ,  t he 
government is attempting to prioritize its 
budget appropriately which is good. Next 
is finding away to sustain economic 
activities through a well design stimulus 
package. I t  may seem odd, but 
government needs to avoid loans for 
consumption of goods manufactured 
mostly from abroad. To me, even if it 
sounds out of the box thinking, CBN 
knows how to get money to people  
locally and logically. Better to print 
secured currency than being in a 
perpetual paper money loan from 
abroad, more so from countries that do 
not ever forgive debt. 
 In the long run, government 
need a strategic thinking Team. This is 
where going against the constitutional 
mandate or the National planning act 
needs a rethinking. Let us go back to 
have a National Planning Commision 
headed by VP with Commissioners 
strategizing for situations like this. 
 And if goverment should 
get loans, it must be for tangible 
expenditures for infrastructure and must 
not be paid for by swapping oil.
 Regarding the oil and gas 
industry, in the short run government can 
spur activities using fiscal incentives. It 
was in times like this in the 80s that 
Nigeria increased its reserves and 
activities. Incentives are like prayers 

spurring outcomes that would not have 
materialized. Let us revisit those 
possibilities so the industry does not 
collapse with extreme difficulties to 
revamp it. I am not asking for perpetual 
incentives but output targeted and result 
oriented. Examples, relax ring fencing, 
give tax holiday on new assets, suspend 
royalty on new production when they 
come on stream.
 In the long run, reform the 
industry, especially the governance 
structure. Too many administrative 
burdens eating up the tax an royalty 
revenue. Let NNPC concentrate on 
commercial activities and empower DPR 
with the legislative backing to bark and 
bite and not through the prism lenses of 
the NNPC Act of 1977 as ammended.
 Next is a petrolum policy 
insti tut ion. Here is to think of a 
restructure MoP beyond just civil servant 
maturity. Think of the Minutry of Finance 
and Ministry of Justice  Do you have a 
sociologist managing criminal division. 
Or do you have a medical doctor lead an 
audit division of the MoF?
 Do you think that oil 
companies should downsize their 
workforce or cut down operational 
costs post covid-19 in order to 
survive?
 I am sure the oil firms are 
very aware of the need to manage costs 
without compromising safety. I think I 
read a position paper on what Chevron is 
doing. 
 Of course, it is common 
practice in the oil gas business to 
rationalized the work force, during 
business downturn. However, that has 
not been a common practice in Nigeria 
and understandably so. In Nigeria, there 
are no social nets to fall into, so Unions 

are always weary. But the industry has a 
way to  downs ize  th rough ear ly 
retirements and redundancy packages. I 
want to believe these are lessons to take 
advantage of , beyond Coronavirus 19. 
Unions need public education too on 
business decision making business. 
People do not go into business for 
corporate social responsibilities or social 
investments. This is the responsibility of 
the government!
 Right now prices of oil is 
low and our cost of production per 
barrel in Nigeria is still very high what 
do you think the government should 
do and how will technology help to 
reduce the cost of production?
 Yes, price is low and cost is high. Let us 
look at why in my opinion, technical cost 
is high in Nigeria.
 Insecurity of assets and life 
operating environment ; admistrative 
burden and lack of cost benchmarking ; 
uncertainty and risk burden due to 
g o v e r n a n c e  i n e f f i c i e n c y  a n d 
ineffectiveness; Contractual approval 
delays and business ethic issues; 
i I n c o m p e t e n c e  a n d  i n e p t i t u d e 
superv is ion and enforcement of 
guidelines; patronage and sentiments in 
the appointment of key industry team 
leaders across the sectors and 
contractor selections!
Regarding technology, it is a long run 
phenomenon and this is what aches me 
the most .  Graduates f rom local 
universities are not as they use to be in 
terms of readiness because of adequate 
exposure to new technology. Nigeria 
now depends on foreign experts mostly. 
That was not the case in my days in the 
80s.
These are cost drivers that must be nip in 
the bud going forward. Cost and indutry 
output are within the control of the 
industry not price.
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i r,  OPEC+ recently 

S agreed to cut down 
production to soar up 
p r i c e s  i n  t h e 

international market but the prices, 
ever since then have remained 
volatile. What is your tke on tahis 
sir?

OPEC+ cutting 10 mlm barrels per 
day came rather late. It was not 
also big enough to counteract the 
global demand slide due to a 
complete shut down in global 
economic activities. The 105 -110 
MMbbl/day demand projections at 
50-60 dollars came crashing but 
supply did not respond because of 
the market share protection fight 
and geopolitical power struggle . 
Where we go from here is a new 
n o r m a l  w i t h ,  p e r h a p s ,  a 
rationalized used of petroleum till 
perhaps 2021 when the economy 
is fully open worldwide. Here is 
where Nigeria must think outside 
the box and domesticate the use of 
its oil and gas as a new objective. 
Even the global LNG market is at 
risk. Foreign exchange earnings 
from raw material, be it oil, gas, skill 
or agriculture must be considered 
old fashioned to pursue.

In one of your felicitation to 
members of the regional SPE you 
appealed to them to set their 
priorities right, in research and 
development at this time. Do you 
think this the best time for them to 
direct their attention to R&D?

Oh yes and this is why there must 
be a col laborat ion between 
government, industry and the 
university.  Universty is where 
research into technical, policy and 
economic research is conducted at 
a  c o s t  e f f e c t i v e  m a n n e r . 
Government develops policies 
based on research results and 
industry runs with the looks to 
expand economic output for social 

wellbeing. Professor Ajienka,    
Emmanuel Egbogah Chair in 
Petroleum Engineer, calls it Tripple 
Helix Model, I think. Let me also 
add, to build a research academic 
environment, we must disavow the 
current university setting.  Nigeria 
has ethnicised its universities in 
s t a f f i n g ,  p r o f e s s o r s h i p , 
studentship and admistratve 
governance.  Research  and 
development cannot thrive that 
way and industry has also gotten 
adaptive to such prebendalism. It is 
only in Nigeria that you can find two 
or more IOCs partner to build a 
R&D centre together in one 
u n i v e r s i t y  b e c a u s e  o f 
prebendalusm. So after 60 years to 
boast about except Rungberugbe 
COEs here and there compare to 
what is done in the US,  Brazil, 
Malaysia, Venezuela etc
Over the year sir, you have been an 
advocate of R&D in the oil and gas 
industry  and as wel l  as an 
advocate for the collaboration 
between the academia and the 
industry players how will you rate 
the industry players in terms of 
compliance particularly in Nigeria 
and Africa as a whole?
 I did allude to some 
aspects of this question when I said 
there is an urgent need to reform 
the industry. Nigeria started the 
reform in 2000. A bill was submitted 
in 2008, it failed. Another bill was 
submitted in 2012, i t  fai led.  
Another sets of bill submitted in 
2018, three failed and one succeed 
but failed to become an Act. The 
industry needs to be reformed. The 
g o v e r n a n c e  i s  a m o r p h o u s 
regulatory overlaps, commercial 
i n e p t i t u d e n s s  a n d  p o l i c y 
institutional dysfuntionalty. The 
reasoning for not ascending the 
governance, although understood, 
I found it insufficient to kill the bill 
even af ter  the issues were 
addressed. 
Going forward, I an hopeful that 
Coronavirus 19 has given Nigeria a 
great lesson to imbibe.
First is to rationlize the governance 
sector of the industry, NNPC for 
commercial only, Ministry of 
Petrolum for Policy and a CBN type 
regulatory Institution. I have 
advocated this framework since 
1999 and I have had the privilege to 
discuss the frame work with NASS 

over these years.
My fear  is  th is  and God forb ids . 
Venezuela's economy collapsed because 
the oil and gas industry economic populism 
stragulated its economy to its knees. The 
country is still struggling for political 
stabil ity. The saving grace is their 
homogeneity.  We are heterogeneous 
basically. The collapse of the oil industry 
because of governance ineptitudenss is 
worrisome to some of us who know the 
industry inside and outside. Yes, I was not 
in goverment but a distinguished student of 
the industry since 1974.
What are the necessary reforms that 
Nigeria should undertake post covid-19 in 
order to be competive to attract investment 
given the emerging regional oil producers 
(e.g Angola, Ghana etc.)
Regarding attracting investment after 
Covid19, I have a new school of thought.  
Dagote provides a lesson with its 650 Mbbl 
refiner capacity. How did it make it happen 
despite the visible price control regimes. 
Patriotism, disciple and business ethics 
that has nothing to do with sentiments and 
patronage. We made significant mistakes 
the way we invited local or indigenous 
participants into the oil and gas in the early 
90s. Unfortunately,  it did not augur as well 
then, but we can do it again devoid of 
patronage and sentiments this time. So in 
30 years we can have a Dangite type of 
projects in the upstream. He did it with 
cement and now we are exporter. May be 
we need to allow him to bid for an upstream 
assets! May I suggest we review all the 
assets given out in the 90s to ensure 
enticing the terms.
Let me conclude answer to question 7 
using priliminary results from a recent 
study with my associates comparing fiscal 
systems in Nigeria with Angola, Ghana, 
Equitoria Guinea and Brazil. Yes, Nigeria 
attains its objective of higher access to 
revenue with less regards to mutuality of 
interests consideartion when it comes to 
c o m p a n y  p e r c e p t i o n  o f  r e w a r d s 
commensurate with risks despite the 
majorly geoprospectivity advantages of 
Nigeria. Interestingly, the project is not 
funded by Nigeria. The country seems 
adverse to funding anything intellectual. I 
might be wrong!
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he Minister of Finance 

TZainab Ahmed has said 
that the 2020 budget is 

being amended to reflect the $20 
per barrel oil price.
This move to cut down on Nigeria 
budget is not unconnected to the 
current downward slide of crude 
oil price in the international 
market due to the coronavirus 
pandemic which brought about 
lockdowns.
“We are in the process of an 
amendment that is bringing 
down the revenue indicator to 

$20 per barrel” she said in a web 
conference about the impact of 
low oil prices on the country.
There are predictions that 
Nigeria may slide down into 
recession post Covid-19 due to 
this down turn in external 
earnings. This has also raised 
concerns if the country can 
survive another recession in a 
space of three years.
The Nigerian economy had 
emerged from a recession in 
2 0 1 7  a n d  w a s  a l r e a d y  
contending with low growth of 

around 2 percent before oil 
prices plummeted. Nigeria is 
Africa’s top oil exporter and 
depends on crude sales for 
around 90 percent of foreign 
exchange earnings and more 
than half of government revenue.

Global crude oil prices have 
plummeted in the last few 
months. In March, the finance 
minister said the budget would 
be cut and the initial assumed oil 
price of $57 per barrel would be 
reduced.

We are Bringing Down Revenue 
Indicator to $20 per Barrel

The oil marketers, under the 
umbrella of Major Marketers 
A s s o c i a t i o n  o f  N i g e r i a  
(MOMAN), recently called for full 
price liberalisation of Premium 
Motor Spirit (PMS), commonly 
known as petrol, instead of price 
modulation canvassed by the 
government what is your take 
sir?

The cry for liberalisation and 
deregulation of the down stream 
b y  M O M A N  i s  c e r t a i n l y  
noteworthy.  I support the call 
and I have said quite frequently 
tha burning at the tail pipe nearly 
one quarter of Nigeria's budget 
annually over the last ten years 
leave much to be desired. It is on 
record that Nigeria subsidized 
PMS consumption in 2019 in 
a m o u n t  f a r  g r e a t e r  t h a  
government  spending on 

e d u c a t i o n ,  h e a l t h  a n d  
infrastructure. That is economic 
populism and prebendalism at 
work. So it is true that subsidy 
must go.

Having said that, I am not sure 
MOMAN helps the matter. And 
here is why. AGO price since 
deregulated has not follow in a 
synchronized manner with low oil 
price. And if course exchange 
rate arguement does not help,  
but it is not good enough to justify 
not seeing a pump price that 
reflects market expectations!

Well, there is no crystal ball, but 
we have no choice than to 
liberalize the downstream sector.  
PPPRA needs  t o  go  o r  
restructured. PEF is antithetical 
to liberakizatio and deregulation. 
It has to go. Yes, sentiments and 
patronage in the governance and 

the administration of the oil, gas 
and power business must 
discontinue. Yes Venezuela 
experience is already at the door 
but we don't have to open the 
door to it by doing the right thing. I 
love Nigeria so much that my 
prayers against what is plausible 
if we do nothing and just 
procrastinate about doing the 
right thing now is the Yugoslavia 
experience. May God forbid! The 
ball though, is our court. May 
God bless the Federal Replubic 
of Nigeria.

CRUDE OIL: FOREIGN EXCHANGE EARNINGS FROM RAW MATERIAL IS OLD FASHION- PROF. ILEDARE

FINANCE
There are predictions that 
Nigeria may slide down into 
recession post Covid-19 due 
to this down turn in external 
earnings.
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DOWNSTREAM

FG Spent N752 Billion 
on Subsidy-NNPC

he Nigerian National 

TP e t r o l e u m 
Corporation (NNPC) 
has said that the 

Federal Government spent 
N752 billion on petrol subsidy 
in 2019,

A c c o r d i n g  t o  N N P C ’ s 
operations and financial 
activities for January 202 the 
government through the 
Corporation spent the sum of 
N 5 9 4 , 5 2 5 , 6 7 0 , 9 4 2  a s 
subsidy payments captured 
as under-recovery in its 
f inanc ia l  s ta tement  for 
January 2019 and January 
2020.

The report stated further that 
N i g e r i a  i m p o r t e d 
21,832,380,171.73 litres of 
petrol through its Direct 
Sa les  D i rec t  Purchase 
(DSDP) swap programme 

between January 2019 and 
January 2020.
The report also showed that 
apart from the expenses, the 
country also lost about 
N28,396,312,295 to stolen or 
lost products within the 
p e r i o d ;  a d d i n g  t h a t 
N132,143,966,247 was 
spent on pipeline repairs and 
management costs, as well 
a s  N 3 , 4 6 0 , 9 9 3 , 7 3 6 
calculated as the financial 
value of the volumes of crude 
oil that were lost. igeria 
resorted to importation of 
refined petroleum products 
for its domestic use as the 
country’s three refineries 
largely remained dilapidated, 
incurred a total of N158.6 
billion as losses within the 
same period. Both subsidy 
claims and refineries deficits 
amounted to circa N752 
billion.

Specifically, the NNPC noted 
that in January 2019, the 
country spent 
N40,532,561,017 on petrol 
subsidy; N2,875,580,922 in 
February; N13,335,581,366 
in March; N104,347,173,012 
i n  A p r i l ;  a n d 
N102,338,409,727 in May.
I t  f u r t h e r  s p e n t 
N30,637,245,949 in June on 
p e t r o l  s u b s i d y ; 
N93,691,861,719 in July; 
N42,926,632,833 in August; 
N 3 1 , 4 0 5 , 1 2 0 , 3 0 6  i n 
S e p t e m b e r ; 
N29,312,835,072 in October; 
N 3 3 , 1 8 7 , 5 5 4 , 0 7 2  i n 
N o v e m b e r ; 
N 2 6 , 6 2 8 , 9 4 0 , 2 0 2  i n 
December and then incurred 
N43,306,174,744 in January 
2020. The figures according 
to  the  corpora t ion  a re 
reported in arrears.
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Equity Market Threw Up
 Dangote, Zenith and Others 

with N375 Billion Investors Gain

WAPCo invests
 $2.6m in scholarship, skill acquisition

FINANCE

he Nigerian Equity Market threw up 

TDangote, Nestle, MTN, Zenith, and 
Access Bank with N375 billion as 
Investors gained N374.94 billion, 

and market capitalization went up to 
N12.408 trillion at close of trading.
The market continued its upward trend as 
the benchmark All Share Index recorded an 
impressive 3.12% increase to close at 
23,809.31. Investors gained N374.94 billion, 
as market capitalization rose to N12.408 
trillion at close of trading.
Market turnover closed strong, compared to 
the previous trading session, as volume and 
value traded increased by 38.15% and 
77.45% respectively to 345.17 million and 
N4.252 billi
Market turnover closed strong, compared to 
the previous trading session, as volume and 
value traded increased by 38.15% and 
77.45% respectively to 345.17 million and 
N4.252 billion.
GTBank shares were the most active in 
today’s trading, as it boosted market 
turnover and value list. Market sentiment, 
measured by market breadth, was positive 
with 29 gainers led by DANGCEM 
(+10.00%), as against 7 losers topped by 
MAYBAKER (-10.00%).
Sector performance was bullish with most 
indices appreciating, leading by a 2.42% 
apiece gain in the Banking and Consumer 
Indices. The Industrial (+1.56%) and Oil & 
Gas Indices (+0.73%) also registered gains, 
while the Insurance sector shed -0.32% as 
Insurance giant AIICO closed lower.
ACCESS (+6.56%), UBA (+5.17%) and 
ZENITHBANK (+3.48%) climbed further to 
drive the lenders Index, while NESTLE 
(+5.96%) and HONYFLOUR (+2.06%) lifted 
the Consumer Index. Similarly, DANGCEM 
(+10.00%) and WAPCO (+3.88%) rose 
significantly to continue the Industrial 
sector’s upward trend, while OANDO 
(+6.77%) buoyed the Oil & Gas Sector.

he West African Gas 

TP i p e l i n e  C o m p a n y  
Limited (WAPCo) said it 
h a s  i n v e s t e d  o v e r  

$2.6million (N988,000,000.00) in 
the past seven years in form of 
Scholarship Program for Tertiary 
Institutions and Skill Acquisition 
programs for those interested in 
learning a skill among its host 
communities.
According to the Managing 
Director of WAPCo, Mr. Gregory 
Germani, the past months have 
clearly shown us how much of a 
village the world is now, for a virus 
to travel about 10,000 kilometers 
and have as much effect on the 
world as the COVID-19 virus has.
Represented by Deputy Manager, 
External Relations, West African 
Gas Pipeline Company Limited, 
Mr Temitope Sodeinde, Germani 
said “Having seen the general lack 
of protective equipment and 
medical supplies for medical 
personnel around the world, 
WAPCo felt it necessary to extend 
a hand of fellowship by supporting 
the Lagos State and Ogun State 
Governments with a few needed 
materials.
“We are, however, grateful for the 
leadership that has been provided 
to curb the spread of this menace, 
especially by the Ogun State 
Government, through the Incident 
Commander, His Excellency the 
Governor,Prince Dapo Abiodun, 
and his lieutenants.”
 He said as partners in progress, 
WAPCo has invested a lot in the 
development of communities 
within which it works.
“So far we have invested 
$2.6million over the last 7 year in 
schools, hospitals, and water 
supply points built by WAPCo to 
foster good neighbourliness. We 
launched the Livelihood Program, 
which enables children from within 
our areas of operation to have 
access to education. This is either 
in the form of a Scholarship 
Program for Tertiary Institutions 
and a Skill Acquisition program for 
those interested in learning a skill.
“Today, our communities can boast 
of first class graduates in 

Medicine, Engineering and the 
likes, as well as proud business 
owners who are daily improving on 
their outputs in response to the 
daily need for artisans in our 
society. Today, we are here, not 
only as representatives of the 
West African Gas Pipeline 
Company Limited, but also as a 
part of humanity,” he said.
Receiving the donated PPE and 
other medical equipment on behalf 
of Ogun State Governor, Dapo 
Abiodun, Commissioner for 
Health, Dr. Tomi Coker, thanked 
them management of WAPCO 
Limited for donating PPE and vital 
medical items to Ogun State in 
fight against COVID-19 pandemic.
“On behalf of His Excellency, 
Governor Dapo Abiodun, I thank 
you for these donations. The PPE 
and other medical items donated 
came at the appropriate time when 
our health workers who are at the 
frontline are constantly exposed. 
We do know that over 40 of them 
have been infected and we in 
Ogun State are very proactive in 
ensuring that hopefully none of our 
frontline officers get exposed or 
found themselves in that situation.
“So with this, you are actually 
partners in progress in ensuring 
that we protect our frontline 
workers and we will make 
judicious use of the PPE and other 
medical items which you have 
presented to us. So once again, 
thank you very much and please 
give our regards to other senior 
executives of WAPCO,” she said.
WAPCo owns and operates the 
West African Gas Pipeline, a 
678km pipeline that transports 
natural gas from Nigeria to the 
West African Region in a safe and 
reliable manner. It has a metering 
station in Ota, Ogun State and a 
Compressor Station in Badagry, 
Lagos. Between these two 
locations in Nigeria, WAPCo owns 
a 57km Right of Way that runs 
through more than 50 major 
communities.
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NNPC Reduces Ex- Depot 
Price of PMS

he Nigerian National 

TPetroleum Corporation 
(NNPC)  Wednesday  

announced a reduction in the ex-
depot price of petrol from 
N113.28k per litre to N108.00K 
per litre across all its products 
loading facilities as well as in its 
thru put operations. 

A release today in Abuja by the 
corporation’s Group General 
Manager, Group Public Affairs 
Division, Dr. Kennie Obateru, 
quoted the Managing Director of 
t he  Pe t ro l eum P roduc t s  
Marketing Company (PPMC), 
Musa Lawan, as saying that the 
new ex-depot price of Premium 
Motor Spirit (PMS), otherwise 
called petrol, reflects the 
company’s market strategy to 
make  mo re  sa l es  wh i l e  
complying with the Petroleum 

Products Pricing Regulatory 
Agency ’s  (PPPRA)  pr ice  
template.

Lawan explained that the
 new price regime would 
enable PPMC to boost its 
sales volumes from the 
billions of litres of Petrol
 it has in storage while
 providing affordable price to 
millions of customers. 

He said the new price was 
arrived at after extensive review 
of market realities by the PPMC 
internal price review unit. 

The PPMC MD however pointed 
out that Automotive Gas Oil 
(AGO), otherwise called diesel, 
being already deregulated, its 
prices are determined by market 
forces.

On March 18, 2020, the NNPC 
reviewed its PMS ex-coastal, ex-
depot and NNPC Retail pump 
prices.

Thus, effective 19 March 2020, 
NNPC ex-coastal price for PMS 
was reviewed downwards from 
N117.6/litre to N99.44/litre while 
ex-depot price was reduced from 
N133.28/litre to N113.28/litre.

h e r e  a r e  s t r o n g  

Tindications that the 
implementation of the 
African Continental 

Free Trade Agreement (AfCTA) 
agreement will not begin on 
July 1st, 2020 as planned due 
t o  d i s r u p t i o n s  o f  t h e  
coronavirus pandemic.
The newly elected Secretary-
General of the AfCFTA, 
Wamkele Mene has been 
reported to have bowed under 
external pressure to shift this 

all-important meeting even 
when Af r ican  Bus iness  
Leaders (ABL)- a group of top 
A f r i c a n  p r i v a t e  s e c t o r  
operators had advised 
otherwise.
Last week ABL had advised 
governments of  Afr ican 
country not to shift this 
meeting even if it entails 
holding the meeting online 
through Wabinar but Meme 
has been reported to have 
moved the date of the meeting 
to an undisclosed date.
can be recalled that the 
agreement which entered its 
operational phase on July 7, 
2019, was expected to kick 
start in July 2020, following the 
ratification by 54 of all 55 
African countries.
The AfCFTA agreement, which 
is aimed at removing trade 
barriers and in turn boosting 
in t ra -A f r i ca  t rade ,  was  
brokered by African Union 
(AU) and signed on by 44 of its 
55 member states in Kigali, 

Rwanda on March 21, 2018. 
P r e s i d e n t  M u h a m m a d u  
Buhari, in July 2019, after 
initially withdrawing assent, 
signed the agreement at the 
12th Extraordinary Session of 
the Assembly of the African 
Union in the Niger Republic.
The agreement requires 
members to remove tariffs 
from 90 percent of goods 
traded, allowing free access to 
commodities, goods, and 
services across the continent. 
According to International 
Monetary Fund (IMF), the 
elimination of tariffs could 
boost trade in Africa by 15-25 
percent in the medium term. 
O n c e  o p e r a t i o n a l ,  t h e  
agreement is expected to 
create a US$3.4 tr i l l ion 
economic bloc, connecting 1.3 
billion people across Africa, 
which would make it the 
largest trading bloc since the 
World Trade Organization was 
formed in 1994

AfCTA Implementation Postponed

INDUSTRY NEWS
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BEN NDUBUWA

NLNG Reinforces Fight Against COVID-19, 

Donates Vehicles, Protective Equipment.

FG Spent N752 Billion on Subsidy-NNPC

he Niger ia 

TL i q u i f i e d 
Natural Gas 
L i m i t e d 

(NLNG) has call on 
N i g e r i a n s  t o  b e 
r e s i l i e n c e  a n d 
determined to win the 
f i gh t  aga ins t  t he 
c o r o n a v i r u s 
pandemic. According 
to NLNG, everyone 
a s  a  m a t t e r  o f 
necces i t y  shou ld 
a d h e r e  t o  r u l e s 
prescribed by medical 
experts which include 
social  d istancing, 
regular washing of 
hands among others.

NLNG emphasised that it has 
always taken the health and 
safety of its employees and 
stakeholders very seriously.

According to NLNG the 
measures it proactively put in 
place to prevent the spread of 
the disease was in line with its 
obligation to staff and social 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  t o 
s t a k e h o l d e r s ,  h o s t 
communities and Nigeria as a 
whole.

On the National level, NLNG 
sa id  tha t  i t  has  so  fa r 
contr ibuted over US$30 
million as financial support to 
the Federal Government 
through the Oil and Gas 
I n d u s t r y  C o l l a b o r a t i v e 
initiative spearheaded by 
Nigerian National Petroleum 
Corporation (NNPC) to fight 
the virus. NLNG stated further 
that it is working with relevant 
stakeholders to contain the 
spread of the virus in Rivers 
State and in its operational 
base, Bonny Island (currently 
with no confirmed case of 
infection), committing to 
some N1 billion in various 
interventions in the state.

A statement issued by Eyono 
Fatayi-Will iams, General 
Manager, External Relations 
& 
Sustainable Development 
explained that at the State 

level, NLNG is donating equipment 
and materials to upgrade specific 
fac i l i t ies  a t  the Rivers  Sta te 
Un ivers i ty  Teach ing  Hosp i ta l 
(RSUTH).  The Company a lso 
donated items to the Government 
which includes two transport vehicles 
for contact tracing, five ventilators, 30 
patient monitors as well as over 
100,000 surgical masks. Other items 
donated by the Company include 
30,000 nitrile gloves, 5,000 hooded 
coveralls, 8,000 respirators, 200 
goggles and 200 face masks. The 
Company also continues to 
support the Government throughits 
membership of an advisory team 
constituted by the State Ministry of 
Health to guard against the spread of 
the disease.

To help palliate hardship resulting 
from the stay-at-home order in the 
State, NLNG donated food items to 
its host communities.

NLNG concluded by stating that its 
contribution to the fight against the 
pandemic is in line with its vision of 
“…helping to build a better Nigeria”.

Similarly, it stated that the consolidated 
performance of the refineries showed that they 
lost N8,362.02 billion; N10,259.27 billion; 
N16,036.17 bill ion; N11,439.86 bill ion; 
N13,629.28 billion; and N17,420.47 billion in 
the first six months of the year which were 
January, February, March, April, May, and June 
respectively.

The refineries further failed to earn N13,836.04 
billion in July; N13,209.08 billion in August; 
N7,074.31 billion in September; N11,716.56 
billion in October; N12,517.09 billion in 

November; N13,457.59 billion in December of 
2019 and then N9,601.49 billion in January of 
2020, with all the figures recorded in arrears.

The refineries, the NNPC report stated were 
largely inoperative in 2019 with their capacity 
utilisation remaining at zero most of the time 
except for January, February, March, May and 
June when they operated at various low 
percentage levels of 5.55 per cent; 13.18 per 
cent; 3.17 per cent; 1.75 per cent and 2.14 per 
cent
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INDUSTRY NEWSNCDMB Seeks Participation 
of Project 100coys for Train 7

Nigeria and Angola Offer 
Three Cargoes of LNG 

Amidst Price Fall

he Nigerian Content TD e v e l o p m e n t  a n d  
Monitoring Board (NCDMB) 
i s  s e e k i n g  f o r  t h e  
participation of Project 100 
companies in the execution 
of Train-7.

According to NCDMB the 
Nigerian Liquified Natural 
Gas Limited (NLNG) should 
evaluate the capabilities of 
the beneficiaries of Project 
100 programme.
T h e  N C D M B  s a i d  t h e  
purpose of the evaluation 
was to enable NLNG engage 
them in the execution of its 
Train 7 project and other 
related services.

The Executive Secretary of 
NCDMB, Mr Simbi Wabote 
made the request in a letter 
to the Managing Director of 
NLNG, Mr Tony Attah, titled 
“Introducing Project 100 
B e n e f i c i a r i e s  f o r  
Consideration on NLNG 
Projects.”

Attached to the letter is the 
list of the Project 100 
companies, the range of 
services they offer to the oil 
and gas industry and their 
track records.
Wabote said the Project 100 
was conceived to identify 
100 start-up oil and gas 
companies and support 
them th rough  spec ia l  
interventions to facilitate 
their incubation, maturation 
and growth into world class 
service companies.

He said the programme was 
introduced as part of the 
board’s mandate to develop 
the capacity of the local 
supply chain for effective 
and efficient service delivery 
in the oil and gas industry.

“The first phase began in 
J a nua r y  2 0 1 9  a nd  6 0  
companies were selected 
through a t ransparent  
process conducted by 
KPMG, an international 

consultancy firm.

“The benefits of the scheme 
include special interventions 
including access to market 
opportunities, access to 
capacity building, funding, 
policy prescription, research 
and  deve lopment  and  
business insight.

“The board has been giving 
t h e s e  s u p p o r t  t o  t h e  
companies and is committed 
to continue as well as offer 
o t h e r  i n s t i t u t i o n a l  
assistance to  a id  the  
companies’ maturation into 
world class status, Wabote 
said.
According to him, as part of 
i t s  a c c e s s  t o  m a r k e t  
intervention, NCDMB will 
r e g u l a r l y  r e c o m m e n d  
Project 100 Companies to 
project promoters and big 
Engineering, Procurement, 
C o n s t r u c t i o n  a n d  
I n s t a l l a t i o n  ( E P C I )  
companies.

He said this was aimed at 
c r e a t i n g  b u s i n e s s  
opportunit ies af ter  an 
independent assessment of 
their capabilities.

“In this particular instance, 
NLNG is expected to conduct 
its own due diligence on the 
capacity of these companies 
and based on their proven 
capacities engage them for 
the Train 7 project, ” the 
executive secretary added.
Wabote urged NLNG to note 
that the involvement of 
Project 100 Companies in its 
supply chain would be a 
major boost in the quest to 
collectively support local 
companies to become large 
enterprises.

He said it would also  deepen 
local content practice in 
N iger ia ’s  o i l  and  gas  
industry.

igeria Liquefied Natural Gas (NLNG) and NAngola’s LNG project are offering three 
cargoes of LNG in the international market in the 
midst of Price Fall.
While NLNG is offering two cargoes next month, 
Angola is offering one in June. The average LNG 
price for June delivery into northeast Asia LNG-
AS is estimated 
at around $1.95 per million British thermal units 
(mmBtu) about $0.35 per mmBtu lower than the 
estimate last week.
The LNG price drop has been attributed to sellers 
around the world flooded the market with cargo 
offers, while demand remained subdued amid 
coronavirus-related lockdowns.

A wave of supply tenders has hit the market as a 
number of buyers are rescheduling long-term 
deliveries, leaving suppliers with excess cargoes, 
an LNG trader said.

“There’s some flexibility in long-term contracts. If 
the long-term buyer nominates (volumes) down, 
then the surplus cargoes are offered on the spot 
market,” another industry source said.

There were also tenders from usual sellers 
of spot cargoes, traders said.
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Rungas is involved across all areas in gas 
management. What are your main areas of 
expertise within LPG and CNG?

Could you elaborate on your 
collaboration with the United 
Group of Egypt and your other 
projects in the pipeline?

NCDMB to Assist Us In Funding Bayelsa Gas Plant- Runsewe
INTERVIEW

In order to do this question justice there is need to identify 
the various areas that we have involvement in across the 

entire value chain of gas in Nigeria. Quite simply we have 
categorised our activities into gas trading, cylinder 
manufacturing, and storage. As a business, we 
understand that to grow the LPG market in Nigeria (and 
Africa as a whole), we need to ensure that the right 
infrastructures are available for the gas to be used. This is 
why our focus from the onset has been cylinders – we 
have worked at ensuring that safe and compliant cylinders 
that are being produced in and for Nigeria meet all safety 
standards and are made accessible and available to all. 
Our cylinders are unique: they do not explode in fire, they 
have a shelf life of 30 years, they are 40% lighter than 
conventional steel cylinder (thereby easier to carry and 
handle) but most importantly they have a gauge that tells 
users how much gas is left. These features are what have 
led to the success of our cylinders in the Nigerian market. 
We supply oil companies like MRS and Forte Oil one of our 
biggest clients is OVH Energy (formerly Oando). We 
currently also supply ENYO Retail and Supply, Sublime 
Oil and Gas, Ultimate Gas, MOB Integrated Services and 
a few Government Bodies across Nigeria. We started to 
import cylinders with our Portuguese partner (Amtrol Alfa), 
who is currently the largest in the world after its merger 
with Worthington Industries of the USA. The starting point 
for importing was to ensure that we had all the regulatory 
licenses for Nigeria; the next hurdle was importing the 
cylinders and raising awareness by collaborating with 10 
gas plants owners across Nigeria – to distribute our 
cylinders with their own gas. Our next steps was to ensure 
that would be able to access affordable gas for the masses 
– we achieved this by aligning with the Nigerian National 
Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) to procure gas in bulk at a 
cheaper price and this was how we commenced our 
trading activities within the Rungas group. We 
approached NNPC about revamping two of its 
strategically located facilities, and we now repair those 

facilities and supply gas there. That will help the country 
tremendously because there will be fewer trucks going to 
Apapa in Lagos for gas (as this area is congested). We 
continued to build our capacity in terms of volume so we 
are big on trading. We trade both domestic and export, and 
we do storage (both box storage and cylinder storage). 
Our engagement in gas will not only have financial and 
socio-cultural benefits for Nigeria, we also going to create 
a range of jobs across our manufacturing and support 
services from facilities all over Nigeria. In our support of 
the Local Content Act of Nigeria we will also be training 15 
engineers in Europe to learn all elements of the 
technology involved in making our cylinders; they will in 
turn be responsible for training and all local staffs in our 
countries of operation.

Our first international exposure was as an exporter of 
natural gas liquids for NNPC. Going back to Egypt, Egypt 
has three manufacturing companies, all controlled by the 
National Organization for Military Production. It has been 
operating since the 1960s, but now imports CNG cylinders 
because many cars in Egypt use CNG. Thus, the 
government was interested in manufacturing these 
cylinders domestically. Because we had demonstrated we 
had the technology and explained our Nigerian 
experience in LPG, it joined us in a partnership to build a 
CNG plant. Rungas funded the partnership, while the 
government gave us the land and the regulatory backing 
we required to set up in Egypt. The company will be called 
Rungas Egypt. The Egypt market has opened up for us the 
Eastern African, North African, and Middle Eastern 
markets. We are already approved in Ghana, so we will 
supply cylinders in Ghana as soon as we start 
domestically producing in Nigeria. We are also going 
through the approval process in Cameroon and the Ivory 
Coast at the moment. Our agenda basically is to make this 
a project for the continent. government.
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In addition to the contracts that we have in place to 
supply cylinders to FORTE Oil and MRS Oil 
Nigeria; we were also given a separate contract to 
deploy skid tanks in all their stations across the 
country. We found a company in France that 
produces vending machines that al lows 
individuals or customers to automatically 
exchange an empty cyl inder for a f i l led 
cylinder—which would stop filling on site and 
unsafe practices that ensue at this locations. 
However, we had to go through a five-year process 
to get it approved, and by then, we discovered it 
was too costly for some people. Now, as part of our 
emerging strategy, we are looking at a different 
alternative which will be showcased across 
Nigeria in the very near future having been 
approved by 

In Nigeria in the LPG Industry we have 
associations, government agencies and private 
investors. All the bodies are working to deepen the 
saturation and use of LPG because of the 
numerous benefits associated with it. However 
more collaborations are needed to accelerate the 
uptake of LPG across Nigeria. Noteworthy 
Associations pushing for the use of LPG and 
adoption as the fuel of choice in Nigeria are the 
Nigeria Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association 
(NLPGA), the Lagos Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry (LPG Group) Women in LPG – Nigeria 
Chapter (WINLPG), the Nigerian Association of 
Liquefied Petroleum Gas Marketers (NALPGAM) 
and the Nigerian Content Development and 
Monitoring Board (NCDMB). As a company 
Rungas Group has been dealing with state 
governments who seek to implement programs 
but not everyone knows them. NTMBD has a clear 
focus to drive the LPG market by providing funding 
for local cylinder manufacturing. There is the 
Federal Executive Council, with a dedicated 
project management office headed by the vice-
president, also set in place to deploy 5 million 
cylinders. People are definitely using gas, and we 
cannot drive the market without cylinders. Hence 
as 
a company our contribution to the growth of the 
LPG industry will be significant.

 

NCDMB�to�Assist�Us�In�Funding�
Bayelsa�Gas�Plant-�Runsewe

As someone who has been involved in trading 
crude and gas, gas is the future, not just for 
cooking, but for power. It can be traded on 
international markets, and the finished product 
can be used for multiple purposes. Gasoline was 
the fuel that powered America; coal powered 
Europe, especially the UK; and crude oil powered 
China. I see gas as the fuel that will power 

My key priorities are to use our Egypt project as a 
stepping point to import CNG cylinders to other 
parts of Africa. Once we have the local 
manufacturing in place and fully operational, the 
next step is making it affordable and spreading the 
use of composite cylinders as a way of 
encouraging the use of cleaner fuels. 
People are afraid that these traditional steel 
cylinders will explode. Once you provide 
packaging that is cleaner and safer, it will give 
people more confidence in the product. As a 
business, we also have the Rungas Foundation, 
which puts 1% of our profits into funds for projects 
connected to food banks in three regions of 
Nigeria. We started with three key areas where we 
can provide basics—like soup, bread, indomie and 
water. We are also linked to and support 
organizations such as the Gas to Health initiative, 
which gives out free cylinders for rural people 
cooking on roadsides. As a company—we believe 
in gas and are doing all we can to make it the fuel of 
choice in Nigeria and Africa as a whole.

What is the private and public sector doing 
to contribute to making LPG more 
accessible in Nigerian homes?

How do you envision the sector in the 
next five years?

What are your key priorities for your
 company in 2020?
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GABRIEL OGBECHIE
e have the Group Managing  Director of Rain Oil Limited, Gabriel WOgbechi. He is a graduate of Production Engineering from the 

University of Benin. He joined Price Water House Coopers a leading firm 
of chartered accountant and management consultants after some years 
as a factory engineer. He started his career as an engineer in the 
manufacturing sector of the economy before joining a consulting firm and 
then CEO of RainOil.  
In 1997, he founded RainOil Limited which he has guided from the very 
modest beginning to a company with operations across the downstream 
value chain. When I was looking at the number of assets the company 
have it just reminds me of a Yoruba Adage which says WHO SAID WE 
DON'T HAVE A FATHER when we have people like this with this much 
assets.
Aside from a Bachelor of Science in Engineering, he has an Honorary 
Doctorate Degree in recognition of his successes in business.
Quite often we pay much attention to only buying and selling petrol and 
diesel but it is a lot more than that and we are hoping that beyond COVID19 
the downstream sector would be well expanded because we are hoping 
that the entire sector as well would take off. When you look at the 
downstream petroleum market it is very important that the viability in the 
mainstream must always be viable to save the upstream and so today we 
are going to have this experts digest what we think the challenges are, 
what we think the opportunities are and what we think the constrains are, 
the moment economic activities resume. 
I have an agenda and I have had conversation with my panelist that there is 
need to keep to time and we don't have opportunity for interaction; we are 
going to have three presenters and I'd go first with Mr Adetunji Oyebanji 
and he's going to spend 10minutes looking at some of this things that I 
highlighted at the beginning; what has happened over the three months, 
what is going to happen when we open up and begin the activity, what are 
the fears of the consumers with respect to what will happen to price  if we 
actually go into full deregulation so I'd give him 10minutes to address that 
then I'd go to Ms Toyin Aina an expert in making deals in significant 
Billions of Dollars not naira.
She is going to tell us what are the financial implications if we go to full 
deregulation because there would be challenges but then I'd like her to 
give us the challenges as well help us to understand the opportunities. 
One of the things I'd like her to speak on is to see if we can dampen the fear 
of consumers if we go into full deregulation price will go up and down 
depending on what happens in the economy and then from her I'd go to 
Gabriel Ogbechie who is an investor as far as I'm concerned because he 
has invested a lot considering all the assets he has and what I'd like him to 
do is to help us to see the challenges that we have in the downstream 
sector today and then again he would talk on some of those things that 
were mentioned especially your challenges in getting foreign exchange to 
get the AGOs that we are going to need to sustain this economy without 
necessarily crashing our foreign reserve and the same with Toyin she will 
also tell us the different opportunity we can leverage to not necessarily 
depend on one source to get our foreign exchange. 
Again I want to thank you and kindly mute your microphones and you are 
going to send in your questions to the panelist so they can be able to 
address them and I'd be checking and writing your question to discuss 
questions on the presentation they are going to make, now after their 
10minutes presentation then I'd throw them some lights to guide us so 
that we are on track with respect to where we want to go to and then after 
that time we open it up to questions from the participants and finally I'd 
invite them to make a closing remark for 2minutes and then I'd just close 
the session with my own remark and then Ben Ndubuwa our host will 
come back to give us a vote of thanks Tunji Oyebanji thanks once again for 
joining and please the podium is yours.

MR TUNJI OYEBANJI: Good morning Prof, 
Participants and panelists you are all welcome, 
it's a pleasure to be here to contribute to this very 
important topic, let me just use the five issues 
that Prof raised as the basis of my initial 
comments, first and foremost as we all know 
COVID19 has been a great challenge not only 
for Nigeria but indeed the whole world and our 
industry has been impacted severely just like 
every other industry. As you know our industry 
thrives on movement of people and goods and 
services and once the whole world is shut down 
that means the demand for our products is 
severely impacted in fact figures shows that 
sales in the month of April were down about 70 
percent on normal monthly performance.
 
I think our industry was particularly had hit as a 
result of the fall in crude oil prices during the 
height of COVID-19. We are all aware that there 
was a time crude prices actually became 
negative in the US so definitely it has been a 
very trying time for us and businesses in 
general. While all this were happening we got 
this pronouncement from the GMD of NNPC 
who stated that THE SUBSIDY IS NOW A 
THING OF THE PAST AND THAT WE ARE 
NEVER GOING BACK TO IT and then later the 
Minister of Petroleum Resources also made 
some comments to the effects that THE 
DOWNSTREAM   HAS BEEN FULLY 
DEREGULATED, Our own area of concern is 
mainly that we need to have a bit more clarity in 
this area, why do we say this? 

First and foremost we believe that if we are 
indeed fully deregulated, then there would be no 
question of government still being the one to fix 
the price, just like every other product  be it  
telecommunication or food, it is the market 
forces that is suppose is the one to determines 
the prices.

Secondly, many of the institutions that supports 

the current regime are still in existence, this 

include the Petroleum Equalization Fund (PEF) 

and this was created by legislation and it's still in 

place and there is of course the Petroleum 

Products Price Regulation Agency (PPPRA)  

which is still the institution that is charged with 

the responsibility of setting prices on a periodic 

basis so with all these institutions still in place 

we are a bit confused as to whether indeed we 
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are fully deregulated or we have just gotten to a situation 

where government has decided that it will no longer 

s u b s i d i z e  p r i c e . 

So we believe most of what we have seen is an indication 

that we still are regulated especially as far as prices is 

concerned. This is because what we have seen is that 

government is trying to get out of the whole issue of 

subsidy during this COVID19 era and I'm sure Toyin will 

speak more about it given that we are still not refining as 

much as we should, given that the state of our current 

refinery, it means that a lot of our products still have to be 

imported and there are challenges as far as sourcing 

forex to import these products, it remains a challenge and 

will continue to be a challenge. So we have to discuss 

today ways and means by which we would be able to 

s o u r c e  f o r e x  t o  i m p o r t  o u r  p r o d u c t s .  

The last point Prof. made was to talk about the role of 

government in a deregulated environment. He did point 

out that the fact that government should not set prices 

does not mean that there should not be a mechanism to 

mon i to r  wha t  happens  i n  t he  i ndus t r y.  The 

telecommunications industry is an example where the 

NCC monitors what is happening within the industry. 

Nobody is saying  that there shouldn't be some form of 

monitoring to make sure that the players in the industry do 

not exploit customers but what we are saying is that role of  

any agency for the downstream should be more of a 

supervision  rather than a price fixing role as we currently 

h a v e .

So you know just like an opening statement I said our own 

believe is that we don't think those pronouncement are 

tantamount to full deregulation, our recommendation 

would be that we should go to full deregulation because 

that will create the kind of environment that will attract the 

kind of investment the downstream needs so urgently and 

we need that investments across all value chain of the 

industry.  We have the Dangote refinery coming up, we 

have some modular refineries in place but there is no 

reason why we cannot become a major refinery hub and 

supplier of fuel to other parts of the world and other parts of 

Africa which would make us the next exporter of refined 

products rather than consuming 30 percent of our foreign 

exchange to be importing fuel products we could actually 

be in a situation where we are now generating forex 

t h r o u g h  t h e  s a l e  o f  r e fi n e d  p r o d u c t s .

Furthermore, our pipeline system is in a deplorable state; 

the 5000km is completely run down and needs new 

investment. Also is the trucking system most of the trucks 

are 35years and over, so all these systems require 

investment and if we deregulate fully that will attract the 

investment and that will bring about jobs that we solely 

need in our country.
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PROF�WUMI�ILEDARE: Thank you very much, I 

think you made some of the points which 

addresses the issues of deregulation, the 

agencies and the laws you have  and the one that 

you don't  have in the book. so you would have 

opportunity to expand on that so from your point 

of view you still believe that government will have 

a role standard quality control avoiding pricing 

douching instant visitation to make sure that 

environment standards are kept, nobody is 

saying the government to keep off and the 

marketers to do what they like.

Again Toyin with your experience I want you to 

give us advice looking at how difficult it is to get 

foreign exchange, how easy will it be POST 

COVID19 if we go into deregulation and I also 

want you to touch on other issues and I want you 

to just give us the financial advice that you 

normally give to the people so that we don't get 

ourselves in a big trouble and running back to the 

Ms Toyin Aina: Thank you very much Prof and Good 

morning everyone, so we are bankers and our role is 

basically on financial intermediation and as Prof 

already said earlier I work with First bank and we've 

been around for over 126 years and that's what we 

have been doing moving into the fabric of the society 

supporting the oil and gas value chain across the 

downstream, midstream and upstream and oil services 

so that is what we do before deregulation because 

mostly NNPC was the sole importer of PMS so we were 

supporting the industry by providing them with 

working capital finance where they pay naira to NNPC 

for the PFIs and the purchase of PMS and any other 

product they want to buy so that is one way by which 

the financial servicing industry has supported in the 

industry this is beside those who have been importing 

especially AGO,ATK,LPFO and the other products that 

were not regulated like the PMS.

We were issuing letters of credits because they were 

imported products that means that we required a lot of 

forex for us to be able to meet one obligation or 

another  to our corresponding banks so the way it 

works is for banks in Nigeria and most developing 

economies that their denominations is not the US 

Dollar, we actually rely and work with corresponding 

banks to give us this lines that we make available to 

our customers.  In Nigeria there are regulations around 

how forex can be obtained by marketers; the CBN has 

three official windows which is the I&E window, the 
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wholesale window and the retail window. All marketers 

actually have access to those windows and then they 

access those windows to be able to pay back the loans. 

However, since the advent of the COVID19 which 

actually affected the global demand across the world 

that actually affected of course the sale of our crude oil . 

There was a huge drop in the demand of crude and of 

course there was a consequent drop in the price of 

crude as a result of price war between Russia and Saudi 

Arabia and all of this created the perfected storm that 

actually affected us negatively as a nation currently in 

Nigeria about 90% of our foreign exchange is from the 

sale of crude oil and because of that all of this 

happenings in the last three months there has been a 

very serious attritions to the external reserves.  Based 

on the CBN figures our external reserves had an 

attrition of an extra 3.3Billion as our Q1 2020 which put 

us as about 35Billion Dollars in terms of the balance of 

course this has made it very difficult for the CBN to 

make US Dollars available for the marketers and 

generally for import general so that has affected the 

amount of support that we could be able to give to 

clients.  As an institution and as an industry as a whole 

we are happy and more than always happy to keep 

supporting but then this is a challenge that we've seen 

over the past few months and then for me I think the 

issue is beyond just a financial institution or all of the 

financial institutions put together it's still goes back 

again to the policy direction of the economy and what 

economy. 

The foreign portfolios investors, the foreign direct investors and all 

of those, so there is still a lot that has to be done from a policy 

initiative and direction point of view to help in ensuring that we 

have the foreign exchange that we require to be able to stimulate 

and ensure we keep supporting the industry like I said the financial 

services sector especially First bank is set up to support the 

economy, However, we need to have all this diversified sources of 

efex for us to keep supporting in terms of importation and I'd also 

like to say the bank also has hedgy products available to customers 

which as much as possible we market through our treasury 

department, through the business units, we can hedge an efex 

exposure of course it's easier to hedge when there is a very good 

sports market to benchmark to unfortunately because of the huge 

volatilities the sports market has been able to move up and down 

so it's even a bit difficult to decide the type of hedge and to price in 

the hedges whether you want to do a futures of forward or whatever 

it is, so what I'm saying is within the bank there are opportunities 

for us to be able to hedge, advice our clients on hedges, help them 

secure their margins and help them to plan appropriately for their 

efex requirement so we believe that the initiatives of deregulation 

by the Federal Government is a good one, however we expect that 

the implementation is really what will make it work or not so like the 

earlier speaker said if the Government looks more at a price 

liberalization regime and supports that way monetary mechanism to 

ensure that the industry works perfectly then we would be able to 

have the kind of contribution we are expecting to the GDP from the 

downstream industry and to a more efficient because that is what 

competition does and that is what a market that is driven by market 

forces actually helps, it helps to bring sanity to the industry it helps 

to bring efficiency to the industry, technology innovation and even 

in various investments to scale up the industry, it also helps in 

ensuring that there is governance restructuring and them all of this 

makes it easier for the players in the industry to get financing 

because when a company is better structured then there is foreign 

investment and local investment, more private sector  participation 

then it's easier for you to access financing to be able to grow your 

business… I think at this point I'd like to hand over back to the 

moderator and then I stand by for further questions and 

comments… Thank you. 

are we putting in place to ensure that we diversify our 

sources of forex because I know that of course we have 

a diversified economy because there are various 

sectors that contributes to the GDP.  However our 

source of forex as a nation is still tied to the crude oil. 

So until we create that enabling environment which Mr. 

Oyebanji also mentioned where there is infrastructures 

for industries to produce  for export where refineries are 

working that can actually export and be the next 

exporter of refined products not just crude oil where we 

can do a lot of so many other things, add value to the 

raw materials that we have produced locally and be able 

to export it and then we have a larger pots of  forex 

reserves. This can then be made available to support 

this imports so this forex reserves is going to be 

coming from maybe by the time this refineries are 

working we would be able to export our refined product 

not just crude oil, we can export cocoa, agricultural 

produce after we have added value to them so I think 

more than ever before all of these kinds of initiatives 

from the government and supports would help in 

ensuring we have a more robust forex reserve. And 

again Mr. Oyebanji said that the PMS general contribute 

almost 50% of the forex demand. So the sector actually 

consume almost more than what  other sectors 

contribute to the  forex pot and again the enabling 

environment also in terms of stability of the economy 

would enable most of the FPIs to also bring in their 

flows because that's another source of forex into the 
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PROF WUMI ILUDARE: Thank you very much for keeping 

to time I now move on to Mr. Gabriel.  There is need to 

diversification our forex. Again you said right now 

nearly 50 percent of the demand for forex is to meet 

petrol product importation.  So in that case I'd like you 

to think about how you can then give us insights as to 

how we can diversify the sources of forex. 

Also  I'd want you to tell us the role of government, 

what you expect them to continue to do when they 

deregulate.

MR GABRIEL OGBECHIE: Thank you very much, I want to 

appreciate the organizers of this webinar for putting 

this together. Let me start with the impact of COVID19 

on the downstream, We all know that the past three 

months have been very tough for the entire economy, 

the downstream sector not being an exception.  When 

COVID19 started its impacts on the economy started 

unfolding and unfortunately it took operators in the 

sector some time to realize things have changed. 

Initially everybody was living in denial especially when 

government said we should all work from home the 

operative word there was WORK FROM HOME but a 

good number of us stayed at home as if it was some 

public holiday rather than realizing that there is a new 

normal which is WORK FROM HOME so you need to 

work while that was going on, the price of crude oil got 

into a very serious downward slide in one breathe it 

was good for the industry in the sense that prices were 

getting cheap but on the other hand it 

was bad for the industry in the sense 

that for those of us, for the players 

whom had stock, a lot of stock was 

bought at  higher prices and were 

being forced to sell at lower prices.  So 

at the end of the day some marketers 

lost a lot of money. Some also 

managed to make some decent profit 

but thankfully I think the worst is over 

r i g h t  n o w . 

The world economy is opening up, 

movements are coming back, the 

industries are opening up I want to 

agree with what my friend Tunji 

Oyebanji said during that period we 

saw sales fall by about 60 percent a lot 

of our retail outlets were managing to 

achieve 40 percent of their sales 

t a r g e t . 

The next thing I want to talk about is 
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about the possibility of deregulating the 

downstream sector  wi thout  proper 

legislation.  I heard what the GMD of 

NNPC, Engr. Mele Kyari said some months 

ago  wh ich  was  tha t  subs idy  was 

completely out of the window I also heard 

when the Minister of State for Petroleum 

chief Timipre Sylva said that the industry 

had been deregulated even though he 

wasn't happy with the fact that despite the 

huge drop in the price of gas, oil or diesel, 

the price wasn't reflected at the pump. 

However, what we have today is still not 

deregulation in the strict sense of the word I 

think we would be deluding ourselves that 

petrol today has been deregulated I think 

what we have at best is the removal of 

subsidy rather than deregulation, removal 

of subsidy to the extent that today we  see 

more of a price parity. A couple of weeks 

ago we saw a situation where you could 

actually import petrol and sell at the pump 

price of  N125 per litre without recourse to 

subsidy and then make a bit of decent 

profit.  But if so far we still find ourselves in 

a situation where PPPRA on a monthly 

basis tell us how much to sell petrol for the 

entire month I think that is not a proper 

reflection of what deregulation should be. 

I then said that with the pump price that 

PPPRA has advised for June for N121.50k 

per liter if you actually import petrol today I 

doubt if you can sell at a N121.50K and 

make some profits. We may be reflecting 

some bit of subsidy in this way, I hate to say 

it, but  I can tell you that for the  month of 

June, I doubt if any marketer  is going to go 

into the market and import petrol. Because 

the month of June I see practically a 100 

percent of the marketers having to line up 

behind NNPC and wait to collect petrol and 

that completely defeat the whole essence 

o f  d e r e g u l a t i o n .

I also think that deregulation is also 

something that can be with more from a 

policy perspective rather than from a 

legislation perspective. I know that the big 

elephant in the room as far as deregulation 

is concerned is what to do with Petroleum 

Equalization Fund(PEF).  PEF is a body 
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that ensures that petrol is sold at the same 

price across the country. So with PEF petrol 

in Lagos should sell same price with  that  of 

Abuja and Maiduguri. For instance, if  

PPPRA say its N121.50k per liter in Lagos it 

should be N121.50k in Abuja it should be 

N 1 2 1 . 5 0 k  i n  S o k o t o .

So PEF now bears the cost of transporting 

this petroleum products across the country, 

now what it means is that for every liter of 

petrol that is sold in the country today will 

actually make a contribution of N7.20K per 

liter to PEF it's a sinking fund, so from that 

money they can be able to bear the cost of 

transportation.  Now PEF  was set up with 

decree 9 of 1975, it was amended by decree 

32 of 1989. It was set up by an act of 

government. If government actually wants 

to take out PEF technically, they need to go 

back and take the proper legislation steps to 

take out PEF. However, legislation or not I 

think that from a policy point of view government 

should be able to deal with PEF. I don't think that 

PEF should have a place in a properly 

deregulated market. The market should be 

allowed determine the price of petrol. Now 

weighing in on what the Minister said about 

pump price not reflecting the steep drop in the 

price of diesel during this period, the truth is that 

there is some delay method of mechanism 

between the pump price you see at the outlet 

and what is obtained at the international market 

on a daily basis.  For marketers  in the industry 

there is actually a 4-week period between when 

you start the importation process and when that 

product actually gets to the pump. So whatever 

is obtained in the international market today it's 

impact will be reflected at the pump in 3to 4 

weeks period. If the price of crude oil in the 

international market drops drastically today it 

doesn't mean that the stock we have in the 

pump today should immediately be adjusted 

because that stock you have in the pump was 

probably imported 4 weeks ago. Now what is the 

role of the financial institution as far as 

supporting the sector is concerned I must say 

this with all strength of restraint, during this 

period something happened that I found really 

very interesting at the very first huddle of 

COVID-19 all the financial institutions 
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practically pulled their support in terms of 

being able to open letters of credits for 

marketers. To open this letter of credit 

became a huge challenge even international 

banks also pulled their lines from the local 

banks so the local banks also didn't have the 

support to be able to open letters of credit for 

local traders even the foreign traders who had 

also extended some level of credit through the 

local marketers to be able to import they all 

pull all that credit. 

The lesson there is that when the chips are 

down we are essentially on our own. So it 

becomes necessary that we come together 

and support ourselves. One thing we must 

also know is that at the end of the day 

importation of petroleum products is all about 

forex.  We must be able to know at what rate 

are we getting forex? Therefore forex is one of 

the major factors in our business. if you want 

to buy forex today you are likely going to get it 

at N460 to the Dollar meanwhile CBN says it is 

N380 to the Dollar. So the question is at what 

rate is marketers getting forex. Is it at N380 or 

at N460 per dollar. If forex is N380 its possible 

to sell at about N121 or N125, but the point is 

how many people are able to access forex at 
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